SOUTHERN DOWNS
REGIONAL COUNCIL GENERAL
MEETING OF COUNCIL

Dear Councillors
Your attendance is hereby requested at the General Meeting of Council to be held in the Council
Chambers, Southern Downs Regional Council, 64 Fitzroy Street, Warwick on Thursday, 16
February 2017 at 9.00AM.
Notice is hereby given of the business to be transacted at the meeting.

David Keenan
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
10 February 2017

Attendance
10.30am

Presentation of Casual for a Cause Donation for November 2016 to Bushkids
Presentation of Casual for a Cause Donation for December 2016 and January 2017 to
St Vincent de Paul Cornerstone Program
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1.

PRAYER & CONDOLENCES

2.

ATTENDANCE

3.

APOLOGIES

4.

READING AND CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

4.1

General Council Meeting - 25 January 2017
Recommendation
THAT the minutes of the General Council Meeting held on Wednesday 25 January 2017
be adopted.

4.2

Special Council Meeting - 6 February 2017
Recommendation
THAT the minutes of the Special Council Meeting held on Monday 6 February 2017 be
adopted.
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5.

ACTIONS FROM COUNCIL MEETINGS

5.1

Actions from Previous Council Meeting

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Chief Executive Officer

File Ref: 13.42

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the report and note the contents.

Report
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of Actions resulting from resolutions from the
January 2017 General Council Meeting.
A copy of the Actions report is attached.
Attachments
1.

Actions from January 2017 General MeetingView
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Item 5.1
Actions from Previous Council Meeting
Attachment 1:
Actions from January 2017 General Meeting
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Item 5.1
Actions from Previous Council Meeting
Attachment 1:
Actions from January 2017 General Meeting
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Item 5.1
Actions from Previous Council Meeting
Attachment 1:
Actions from January 2017 General Meeting
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6.

DECLARATIONS OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
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7.

MAYORAL MINUTE

7.1

Mayoral Minute February 2017

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Mayor

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the Mayoral Minute report and note its contents.
Report
Australia Day was celebrated throughout the Southern Downs with many worthy recipients
recognised for their service. Special mention has to go to Graham Buchner and Greg Thouard.
Both these gentlemen have given, and continue to give tirelessly to the Southern Downs and to
their immediate communities of Warwick and Stanthorpe. Also on Australia Day, Citizenship
ceremonies were conducted at Glengallan Homestead and Weeroona Park for our newest
Australian citizens who were congratulated and welcomed by our Australia Day Ambassador,
Juliette Wright.
Council has continued to participate in a variety of community engagement forums.
In the three weeks since the last Council Meeting held on 25 January 2017, there has been the
‘Cuppa with the Councillors’ session held in Allora, as well as a Council booth at both the
Stanthorpe and Allora Shows where Councillors have been available to answer questions and
receive feedback. The aim of these sessions is to involve the community in discussions to ensure
that their issues and concerns are understood and considered by Councillors as part of the
decision-making process. The Cuppa sessions are on each month, with the February and March
events being held in Leyburn and Dalveen respectively. Councillors will also be in attendance at
the Killarney and Warwick Shows in late February and March.
At the conclusion of each Council Meeting media releases are issued that are aimed at informing
the community about the policy decisions and directions taken by Council at the meeting. To
ensure a continuous flow of information about ongoing Council activities, media releases are
issues on a daily basis. This information is also posted on the SDRC website and social media
pages and distributed via email to Council’s community network.
Council takes the opportunity to consult with the community in the development of policy, to ensure
that there is awareness and understanding of that policy. The best example of this is the annual
Budget which was put out for public consultation in 2016. The development of the 2017/18 Budget
has commenced and public consultation sessions will be conducted around the region in May
2017. Briefing Sessions will be held to hear verbal submissions, with these and written
submissions being considered by Council on 30 and 31 May 2017 prior to the final 2017/18 Budget
being accepted by Council on 14 June 2017.
Council also looks to collaborate with the community to formulate options and provide
recommendations to Council. The best examples are the Portfolio Advisory Committees, made up
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of Community representatives, who meet regularly and make recommendations to Council relevant
to their area of responsibility. So far in 2017 the Advisory Committees for Audit and Risk; Events,
Sports and Recreation; Road Safety; Community Services and Economic Development have each
met and put forward a range of recommendations for Council action.
In addition, Councillors receive emails, letters or phone calls every day from residents on a variety
of operational issues, all of which are actioned. Councillors are in attendance at events throughout
the region every week where they engage with and take feedback from those in attendance. There
is no better example of how solutions flow from these interactions than this week’s Heavy Vehicle
Access Forum which was initiated after concerns were raised by local producers with individual
Councillors.
In the coming month, in addition to the Cuppa and the Council booth at the Agricultural Shows,
there will be a Developer’s Forum and a Leadership Forum involving the Brisbane Lions as well as
any number of events and other activities where Councillors will be available to discuss the
concerns of our residents.
Options
1.
2.

Council receive the Mayoral Minute report and note its contents.
Council not receive the Mayoral Minute report.

Attachments
Nil
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8.

READING AND CONSIDERATION OF CORRESPONDENCE

8.1

Correspondence

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Chief Executive Officer

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT the report of the Chief Executive Officer in relation to Correspondence be received.

Report
1.

Toowoomba Regional Council declining Council’s invitation to be part of a Taskforce to
advocate for the upgrade of Cunningham and New England Highways due to other priorities
being focused on without their own region (copy attached).
Action: Noted.

2.

Darling Downs-Moreton Rabbit Board report on operations – July to November 2016 (copy
attached).
Action: Referred to the Director Planning, Environment & Corporate Services.

3.

Southern Downs Regional Council - Submission to the Department of Transport and Main
Roads on the Event Traffic Marshals (copy attached).
Action: Noted

4.

Southern Downs Regional Council - Submission to The Treasury on the Petroleum
Resource Rent Tax Review (copy attached).
Action: Noted

Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.

Letter from Toowoomba Regional CouncilView
Letter from Darling Downs-Moreton Rabbit BoardView
SDRC Submission on Event Traffic MarshalsView
SDRC Submission on Petroleum Resource Rent Review TaxView
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 1:
Letter from Toowoomba Regional Council
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 2:
Letter from Darling Downs-Moreton Rabbit Board
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 2:
Letter from Darling Downs-Moreton Rabbit Board
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 2:
Letter from Darling Downs-Moreton Rabbit Board
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 2:
Letter from Darling Downs-Moreton Rabbit Board
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 2:
Letter from Darling Downs-Moreton Rabbit Board
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 3:
SDRC Submission on Event Traffic Marshals
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 4:
SDRC Submission on Petroleum Resource Rent Review Tax
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9.

RECEPTION AND READING OF PETITIONS AND JOINT LETTERS

9.1

Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Chief Executive Officer

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the report and refer the Petition to the Director of Engineering Services for
further investigation.
Report
The purpose of this report is to acknowledge receipt of a Petition from residents requesting Council
establish a dog off-leash area in Warwick.
The Petition contains 472 signatures and lists the benefits as follows:





Allows dogs to exercise and socialize safely
Promotes responsible dog ownership
Provides an outlet for dog owners to socialize
Makes for a better community by promoting public health and safety

The Petition also suggests some funding options and possible locations.
Council has previously considered a report in April 2012 which provided some options for a dog
off-leash area, as well as a similar Petition for an off-leash dog area in March 2014 which was
considered as part of Council’s budget discussions at that time but was unsuccessful in funding
allocation.
A copy of the Petition is attached.

Attachments
1.

Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in WarwickView
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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Item 9.1
Petition to Establish a Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition to Establish Dog Off-Leash Area in Warwick
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9.2

Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street,
Warwick

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Chief Executive Officer

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the Petition and refer it to the Director Engineering Services for
investigation.
Report
The purpose of this report is to acknowledge receipt of a Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian
Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick. A copy of the Petition is attached.
The petitioners have safety concerns with the current situation and have requested consideration
be given to a pedestrian crossing similar to the one at West School with raised ‘speed bumps’
either side.
Investigation will be required to determine location, impact on car parking and bus services and
other issues.

Attachments
1.

Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick HospitalView
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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Item 9.2
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital, Locke Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Petition for Prioritisation of a Pedestrian Crossing at Warwick Hospital
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10.

EXECUTIVE

10.1 Financial Report as at 31 January 2017
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Manager Finance & Information
Technology

ECM Function No/s: 12.13

Recommendation
THAT Council receive and note the Financial Report as at 31 January 2017.
Report
A review of Council’s operating performance against forecast shows that the net operating position
(before capital items) of $24.8m is $4.9m over the estimated position for the financial year to date
of $19.9m.
The rates were raised in July for the whole of the financial year, and only seven months of
expenditure has been spent.
Income Statement
Total operating revenue of $58.7m is over the year to date estimate of $57.9m by 1.30%. Capital
revenue of $4.3m has been received for the year.
Overall operating expenditure of $33.9m is $4.2m under the year to date estimate of $38.1m with
employee costs being around $1.6m under budget and materials and services being $1.7m under
the year to date estimate.
Capital Works in Progress
Capital works expenditure to 31 January 2017 is $11.7m which is 47.0% of the capital works
budget of $25m.
Year to date capital expenditure by area is as follows:

Land & Land Improvements
Buildings
Plant & Equipment
Roads, Drains & Bridges
Water
Wastewater
Other Assets
Total

Approved
Carryover &
Total
YTD
Annual
% Spent Committed
Amendments
Budget Expenditure
Budget
100,000
230,000
330,000
59,119
17.9%
22,670
188,500
624,200
812,700
1,029,558
126.7% 1,011,751
4,211,000
128,000 4,339,000
405,246
9.3% 1,104,759
12,410,900
1,759,500 14,170,400
5,273,345
37.2%
704,748
3,196,000
285,000 3,481,000
1,243,777
35.7%
331,664
352,000
124,000
476,000
217,104
45.6%
37,267
2,302,437
(935,893) 1,366,545
122,647
9.0%
171,807
22,760,837
2,214,808 24,975,645
8,350,796
33.4% 3,384,666
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Spent &
Committed
81,789
2,041,309
1,510,005
5,978,093
1,575,440
254,371
294,454
11,735,462

% Spent &
Committed
24.8%
251.2%
34.8%
42.2%
45.3%
53.4%
21.5%
47.0%
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Budget Implications
The second quarter budget review was carried out in January 2017.
Policy Consideration
Operational Plan 2016/17
8.22 Provide and maintain strategies to ensure Council’s long term financial sustainability:
Review and update the 10 year Financial Plan.
Annual Review of Debt policy, Procurement Policy, Revenue Policy and Investment Policy
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009 and Local Government Regulation 2012
Options
1.
2.

Council receive and note the Financial Report as at 31 January 2017.
Council not receive and note the Financial Report as at 31 January 2017.

Attachments
1.
2.

Finance Report as at 31 January 2017View
Investments Register January 2017View
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Item 10.1
Financial Report as at 31 January 2017
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 31 January 2017
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Item 10.1
Financial Report as at 31 January 2017
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 31 January 2017
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Item 10.1
Financial Report as at 31 January 2017
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 31 January 2017
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Item 10.1
Financial Report as at 31 January 2017
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 31 January 2017
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Item 10.1
Financial Report as at 31 January 2017
Attachment 2:
Investments Register January 2017
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10.2 Second Quarter Budget Review
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Chief Executive Officer

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council adopt the revised Budget following the Second Quarter Budget Review for the
2016/17 financial year as per Attachment 1.
Report
A review of actual to budget results for the second quarter of the 2016/17 financial year has been
undertaken in order to identify potential budget adjustments arising out of events and activities in
the second quarter to 31 December 2016.
The review included the Operating and Capital Work Budgets for 2016/17.
A full set of financial statements for the 2016/17 financial year and forecasts for the next 2 financial
years incorporating the Second Quarter Budget Review are contained in Attachment 1.
Budget Implications
Details of the budget amendments arising from the Second Quarter Budget Review on the
Operating Budget are provided in Attachment 2.
The impact of these amendments on Council’s forecast operating result is an increase in the
operating surplus of $1.23m bringing the full year estimated surplus to $1.96m.
The revised Capital Work Budget is detailed in Attachment 3.
Proposed amendments to the Capital Work Program will increase the value of the current program
to $28.87m, an increase of $3.89m. Grant funding will contribute $3.56m and $332k will come
from general funds. The following table summarises these changes:
Proposed Capital Work Amendments

Asset Class

Adjustment

Cost

External
Funding

General
Funding

Emu Swamp Dam due diligence

Water

Additional project

$3,200,000

$3,200,000

$0

Rogers Street Carpark

Roads

Additional project

$600,000

$360,000

$240,000

Wallangarra Hale Haven Drive

Water

Additional project

$105,000

$105,000

Upgrade Chlorine Dosage System

Wastewater

Additional project

$60,000

$60,000

Water Filter Medium replacements

Wastewater

Additional project

$52,000

$52,000

Additional held water meter readers

Technology

Additional project

$17,000

$17,000

Water bore well renewal Wallangarra

Water

Deferred

-$60,000

-$60,000

Water main replacement - Lyndhurst lane

Water

Deferred

-$160,000

-$160,000
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Stage 2 water main extension to Applethorpe

Water

Increased by

$280,000

$280,000

Water main renewal Locke St Warwick

Water

Increased by

$90,000

$90,000

New technology1 modules

Technology

Increased by

$75,000

$75,000

Wastewater CED Pond - Killarney

Wastewater

Increased by

$25,131

$25,131

Water Reservoir Renewals

Water

Increased by

$23,000

$23,000

SCADA - telemetry and electrical renewals

Water

Increased by

$22,100

$22,100

Town Hall - asbestos removals

Buildings

Increased by

$13,000

$13,000

Minor adjustments to various projects

Other

Increased by

$5,000

$5,000

Re-location of Rainbow FM to APRA
Extensions to Community Contact Centre in
Warwick
Stanthorpe flood early warning system

Buildings

Reduced by

-$2,000

-$2,000

Buildings

Reduced by

-$13,000

-$13,000

Other

Reduced by

-$30,000

-$30,000

Water meter renewals

Water

Reduced by

-$170,000

-$170,000

Reduced by

-$240,000

-$240,000

Council contingency for grant funding
Total

$3,892,231

$3,560,000

$332,231

The impact of this second quarter budget review on the balance sheet will be a reduction in current
assets from $13.2m to $12.5m; an increase in non-current assets from $789.9m to $797.4m, with
community equity increasing from $767.3m to $774m.
Policy Consideration
Long Term Financial Plan
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009
Local Government Regulation 2012
Australian Accounting Standards
Options
1.

Adopt the 2016/2017 Second Quarter Budget Review as per Attachment 1.

2.

Do not adopt the 2016/2017 Second Quarter Budget Review as per Attachment 1.

3.

Adopt selected amendments from the Second Quarter Budget Review.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.

Revised Financial Statements and Forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income,
Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in
EquityView
Proposed Operating Budget for 2016/2017 with notes incorporating the Second
Quarter Budget Review AmendmentsView
Amended Capital Work Program following the Second Quarter Budget ReviewView
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
Attachment 1:
Revised Financial Statements and Forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of
Financial Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in Equity
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
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Revised Financial Statements and Forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of
Financial Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in Equity
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
Attachment 1:
Revised Financial Statements and Forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of
Financial Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in Equity
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
Attachment 1:
Revised Financial Statements and Forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of
Financial Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in Equity
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
Attachment 1:
Revised Financial Statements and Forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of
Financial Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in Equity
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
Attachment 2:
Proposed Operating Budget for 2016/2017 with notes incorporating the Second Quarter Budget Review Amendments
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
Attachment 2:
Proposed Operating Budget for 2016/2017 with notes incorporating the Second Quarter Budget Review Amendments
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
Attachment 3:
Amended Capital Work Program following the Second Quarter Budget Review
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
Attachment 3:
Amended Capital Work Program following the Second Quarter Budget Review
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
Attachment 3:
Amended Capital Work Program following the Second Quarter Budget Review
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Item 10.2
Second Quarter Budget Review
Attachment 3:
Amended Capital Work Program following the Second Quarter Budget Review
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10.3 Amendment to 2016/2017 Capital Budget
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Manager Finance & Information
Technology

ECM Function No/s: 12.13

Recommendation
THAT Council increase the 2016/17 Capital Budget by $50,000 to improve and install catwalks at
the Warwick Saleyards within the sheepyards. The catwalks will be constructed according to
Australian Standard 1654-2013 Fixed platforms, walkways, stairways and ladders – Design,
construction and installation.
Report
There are five catwalks located in the sheepyards at the Warwick Saleyards that the agents use to
auction the sheep on a Wednesday afternoon. Two of these are made of steel mesh, and three of
these are wooden. The mesh catwalks are 60cm wide while the wooden walks are only 23cm
wide. None of the sheepyard catwalks have handrails. Photos of the catwalks have been attached
to this report.
An inspection of the sheepyard catwalks was undertaken by the Work Health and Safety
Coordinator on 19 January 2017, who provided advice regarding the legislation and code of
practice.
Under the Work Health and Safety Act, Council is required to reduce any risk to as low as
reasonably practicable. The Managing the Risk of Falls in the Workplace Code of Practice states
that the Council:




Must ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that any work involving the risk of a fall is
carried out on the ground or on solid constructions;
Must minimise the risk of falls so far as is reasonably practicable by providing a fall
prevention device, work positioning system or a fall arrest system;
“Risk of falls” includes circumstances in which a worker or other person is in the vicinity of an
edge over which a person could fall.

If a fall did occur and it was found that the catwalks were declared unsafe to be used, any injury to
a third party would not be covered by Council’s insurance. Council owes a duty of care to all
patrons of the Saleyards (in this case, agents).
The work that would be required would be to install handrails on both sides of the mesh catwalks,
and replacing the wooden catwalks with mesh catwalks with handrails on both sides.
Budget Implications
The capital works budget would be increased by $50,000 from the infrastructure levy.
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Policy Consideration
Operational Plan 2016/17
8.3 Continue to promote and encourage a proactive approach to workplace health and safety.
8.12 Develop and implement council land management strategies – rollout further safety
improvements as identified by the saleyards master plan.
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009 and Local Government Regulation 2012
Options
1.
2.

Council amend the 2016/17 Capital Budget by $50,000 to install catwalks at the sheep yards.
Council not amend the 2016/17 capital budget by $50,000 to install catwalks at the sheep
yards.

Attachments
1.

Photos of Sheepyard CatwalksView
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Item 10.3
Amendment to 2016/2017 Capital Budget
Attachment 1:
Photos of Sheepyard Catwalks
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Item 10.3
Amendment to 2016/2017 Capital Budget
Attachment 1:
Photos of Sheepyard Catwalks
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Item 10.3
Amendment to 2016/2017 Capital Budget
Attachment 1:
Photos of Sheepyard Catwalks
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10.4 Mini Golf Facility at Warwick Indoor Recreation & Aquatic Centre
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Manager Community Services and
Major Projects

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council:1.

Prepare a draft design for a mini golf facility to be located within the precinct of Warwick
Indoor Recreation & Aquatic Centre (“WIRAC”) facility, which has frontage along Palmerin
Street, Warwick.

2.

Incorporate into the draft design key attributes and feature of the region that would appeal to
visitors and residents.

3.

Place the draft design on exhibition for community consultation and feedback for a period of
28 days.

Report
Feedback from the “Cuppa with the Councillors” sessions, the Council Q & A sessions, the
Southern Downs Young Leaders program and the community in general indicates strongly that
there needs to be more activities for young people to undertake in Warwick and the region as a
whole.
Additionally, from a visitor experience perspective there is a need to consistently add to and renew
tourism products and visitor activities to ensure a longer stay and additional visitor expenditure.
An opportunity potentially exists to deliver a new activity for local residents, specifically youth, as
well as offering a new product for visitors to Warwick. It is proposed that draft plans be developed
to allow for the construction of a mini golf facility, within the WIRAC precinct that is situated along
the frontage of the Palmerin Street, allowing for good exposure to the street and passing traffic.
It is envisaged that the proposed mini golf facility would reflect key attributes and features from the
region, such as but not limited to the Warwick Rodeo, Morgan Park, Killarney Bonfires, Queen
Mary Falls, Cunningham’s Gap, Polocrosse, Jumpers and Jazz to name but a few possible
themes. It would be hoped that those playing mini golf may be further encouraged to visit
destinations included in the design.
The facility would be managed and serviced by the existing staff from the Brisbane YMCA. It is
possible that additional employment may be generated if the proposed facility is successful.
Budget Implications
The cost of design is likely to be in the order of $3,000 - $5,000. The cost of the mini golf facility
will be determined by the final design. There may be grants that are applicable to support the
development should the idea proceed through to construction.
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There is the potential for the generation of additional income to support the operations of the
WIRAC facility, which could also see a great amount of the profit share returned to Council.
Policy Consideration
Southern Downs 2030 Community Plan, the Healthy and Active Southern Downs, Recreation,
2.22 Maintain an appropriate level of provision for sport, active and passive recreation
opportunities for all ages.
Community Engagement
Preliminary discussions have already been held with the Brisbane YMCA, who manage WIRAC.
The Brisbane YMCA has indicated broad support for the project.
It is proposed that subject to the draft design being developed, the community provide feedback
into the design for a period of 28 days.
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
1.

Prepare a draft design for a mini golf facility to be located within the WIRAC precinct, which
has frontage in Palmerin Street Warwick.

2.

Incorporate into the draft design key attributes and feature of the region that would appeal to
visitors and residents.

3.

Place the design on exhibition for community consultation and feedback for a period of 28
days.

4.

Not proceed with the development of draft plans of a mini golf facility.

Attachments
Nil
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11.

ENGINEERING SERVICES DEPARTMENT REPORTS

11.1 Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Director Engineering Services

ECM Function No/s: 04.15.01

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the Engineering Services Department Monthly Report.
Report
The following is provided for the information of Councillors.
General
Community Funding as at 31 January 2017.
Number
100683 Program

Task Description
In-Kind

Project

Assistance

0002403
0003100
0003099
0003301
0000836
0003399
0003423
0003098
0003398
3423
3851
3860
Grand Total
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Killarney Bonfire Night Committee
C/KMAC
Warwick Polocrosse Club Inc.
Australian Stock Horse Society Inc
Gene Corbett, Total Driver
Granite Belt Bowmen Inc.
Girl Guides Warwick
Warwick Bridge Club Inc.
Granite Belt Bowmen Inc.
Allora Show Society
Warwick Bridge Club Inc.
Warwick Cowboys Rugby League
Football Cl
Morgan Park Raceway

661.81
1,541.82
167.49
1,130.30
120.00
135.59
18.95
1,000.41
744.91
130.67
2,393.15
1,042.60
9,087.70
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Works Construction, Assets & Workshops
Capital Works Undertaken During January 2017
Project:

Gravel Resheet 2016/17 (PJ101668)

Budget:

$1,500,000

Description:

Gravel resheeting

Est Start Date:

4-Jul-16

Est End Date:

30-Jun-17

% Complete:

70%

Expenditure to date:

$825,200

Estimated Final Expend:

$1,500,000

Project Officer:

Heath Tomkins, Mal Beattie & Nathan Kamalan

Comments:

Majority of the resheeting will be carried out in Jan/ Feb 17 & June 17. Works in Maryvale is
progressing.

Project:

TIDS Inverramsay Road 2016/17 (PJ101677)

Budget:

$1,250,000

Description:

Inverramsay Road - Widening & Rehabilitation (CH 8.5 - 12.0 km)

Start Date:

1-Sep-16

Est End Date:

3-Feb-17

% Complete:

95%

Expenditure to date:

$1,058,900

Estimated Final Expend:

$1,250,000

Project Officer:

Nathan Kamalan

Comments:

Sealing completed from CH 8.50-9.42, 9.45-11.8 km. Heavy showers caused damage to
table drain & part of the pavement.

Project:

Blackspot 2016/17

Budget:

$1,250,000

Description:

Blackspot 2016/17 - Various Roads

Start Date:

1-Aug-16

Est End Date:

30-Jun-17

% Complete:

15%

Expenditure to date:

$242,000

Estimated Final Expend:

$1,250,000

Project Officer:

Heath Tomkins

Comments:

Eukey Road (PJ101687) works completed. Amiens Road/ Glenlyon Drive in progress.

Project:

Nundubbermere Road Rehabilitation & Widening (PJ101671)

Budget:

$450,000

Description:

Nundubbermere Road rehabilitation & widening

Start Date:

14-Nov-16

Est End Date:

13-Jan-17

% Complete:

98%

Expenditure to date:

$331,400

Estimated Final Expend:

$450,000

Project Officer:

Heath Tomkins

Comments:

All works completed except signs & line marking.
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Project:

Goomburra Road Rehabilitation (PJ101670)

Budget:

$600,000

Description:

Goomburra Road Rehabilitation (CH 16.15-14.75 km)

Start Date:

14-Nov-16

Est End Date:

17-Feb-17

% Complete:

75%

Expenditure to date:

$261,900

Estimated Final Expend:

$600,000

Project Officer:

Nathan Kamalan

Comments:

Sealed from 15.85 - 16.15 km. Pavement works from Ch 15.85 - 15.20 completed & sealing
scheduled for 9/2/17. Heavy showers caused rework on some sections of the pavement.

Capital Works Forecast to Commence in February 2017
Project:

Blackspot 16/17

Budget:

$1,275,900

Description:

Blackspot 16/17 - various roads

Est Start Date:

1-Aug-16

Est End Date:

30-Jun-17

Project Officer:

Nathan Kamalan & Heath Tomkins

Comments:

Design of intersections completed. Amiens Rd/ cannon Ck Rd intersection works would
commence in late Feb 17.

Project:

TIDS Amiens Road (PJ101670)

Budget:

$598,000

Description:

Amiens Road Rehabilitation

Est Start Date:

20-Feb-17

Est End Date:

12-May-17

Project Officer:

Nathan Kamalan

Comments:
Project:

Kenilworth Street Upgrade (PJ101789)

Budget:

$2,100,000

Description:

Kenilworth Street Widening & Rehabilitation

Est Start Date:

27-Feb-17

Est End Date:

18-Aug-17

Project Officer:

Nathan Kamalan

Comments:
Project:

Boxs Road Bridge Replacement (PJ101676)

Budget:

$1,268,000

Description:

Boxs Road Bridge Replacement

Est Start Date:

20-Feb-17

Est End Date:

20-May-17

Project Officer:

Nathan Kamalan

Comments:
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Project:

Connells Bridge Road Bridge Replacement (PJ101666)

Budget:

$1,474,000

Description:

Connells Bridge Road Bridge Replacement

Est Start Date:

20-Feb-17

Est End Date:

20-May-17

Project Officer:

Nathan Kamalan

Comments:
Project:

Reseal Stage 1 (Stanthorpe area)

Budget:
Description:

Reseal

Est Start Date:

20-Feb-17

Est End Date:

3-Mar-17

Project Officer:

Rob Brookes

Comments:

Media Release

Design
Works Section
Sycamore Street, Killarney
Construction of this job has been postponed to 2017-18.
Soil test results have been received verbally. Lime did not react well with subgrade material. It has
been requested that subgrade be re-tested to confirm preliminary results. Plans are to be finalised
for 2017-18.
Junabee & Rangers Road, Oxenham Streert Intersection
Construction of this job has been postponed to 2017-18.
Contract with Ergon to carry out the streetlight upgrade of existing lights has been received and
accepted.
Blackspot Treatments, Warwick & Stanthorpe
Preliminary plans have been prepared for safety improvements at the Dragon & Pratten, Wallace &
Percy Street Intersections and in Palmerin Street between Fitzroy & Albert Street intersections.
Consultant has been engaged to prepare streetlight design for Wallace & Percy Street intersection.
The lighting at this intersection will need to be improved for the proposed treatment. Setout of the
proposed treatments in Warwick will commence this month.
Preparation of plans for safety improvements at the Britannia & Railway Street, Sugarloaf & Mt.
Tully Road as well as Sugarloaf & Eukey Road intersections are in progress.
Aldred Street Drainage
Construction of this job has been postponed to 2017-18.
The identification survey has been completed. Main Roads require additional information regarding
the stormwater run-off impact to property entrances before approval will be granted. Preparation of
this information is in progress.
Kenilworth Street, Warwick
Investigation work for possible relocation of existing services has been completed in Kenilworth
Street. Where services do require relocation, their providers have been notified. Water &
Wastewater section should commence relocation work this month.
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Water and Wastewater Section
Warwick Water Treatment Plant – Golf Links Reservoir Water Main Replacement (Stage 3)
Investigations have commenced for possible alignments for the next stage of construction of this
trunk main. Scope of works will be finalised when the route has been chosen and then detailed
survey will be carried out.
Other
Flood Sign, Stanthorpe
Design is underway for a flood sign, similar to the one in Warwick near the O.O. Madsen Bridge, to
be installed in Stanthorpe. Work is in progress. This work is funded by RACQ Get Ready Funding.
Traffic Management Plans
On request from the maintenance section, a Traffic Guidance Scheme was prepared for a
pavement repair near the Oasis Caravan Park.
Asset Management/Geographical Information System
Geographic Information Systems
 GIS officer continually supported Water Department with survey pick up of water main
construction Applethorpe
 One GIS officer provided reporting officer role for the Stanthorpe Aerodrome operation
 GIS Officer created list of Wallangarra and Stanthorpe CED property owners for septic
tank pumping mail out
 The development of Kenilworth St Stage 1b wastewater assets were added to GIS
 Water meters for H2 2016 were mapped
 IntraMaps administration training was combined with teaching mapping of stormwater
flood areas for disaster Management of the river system from Connolly Dam to Warwick
 Road database update for the roads in central Wallangarra
 Maryvale Transfer Station asset survey was carried out
 The road network in Maryvale Transfer Station was mapped and database created.
 GIS Coordinator continued working on Priority Infrastructure Area reports
 As requested by Corporate Service – Land management – a lease sketch plan of
Warwick Cowboys Rugby League Inc. was completed
 Intensive animal industry buffers were updated on maps based on info from Planning
Department
 Aerial photos of SDRC urban areas processing has been completed. Rural aerial photos
will be delivered later in 2017
As Constructed Information 2014-15-16-17 Project Componentization
 Still processing capital project’s as constructed information for 2014-15-16-17 into
components to meet the new financial format for TechOne. This month focus was on
processing as constructed information related to waste facilities in Stanthorpe,
Maryvale and Wallangarra.
 The review of Land improvement/ Infrastructure other assets is underway to support
the revaluation in that area
 GIS /Asset officers are processing also other 2016/17 as constructed projects as
submitted.
Asset Management Plans
 Asset Technical officer assisted with the Capital works review and planning
for Water and Wastewater budget, AMP revisions and long term financial planning
 Assisting compiling information and requirements for the LGIP (Local Government
Infrastructure Plan) for water and wastewater
Tech 1 Accounts & Asset Management Plans
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 Consultants will be engaged to assist with the review of the road and buildings asset
management plans and their long term financial plans.
Asset Management Strategy
 Initial workshop with the Asset Consultant was held and all information supplied to
the consultant to write the draft AM Strategy.
Plant
Passenger Vehicles Due for Replacement for Next Three Months
Nil
Passenger Vehicles Replace this Month
Nil
WATER & WASTEWATER
Water & Wastewater Report as at 31 January 2017
Recycled Water Tables
WWTP - Performance against target levels of service –January 2017.
WARWICK WWTP.

Number

Licence compliance
Parameters

Class A.

1

5 Day BOD. mg/L

Max

20

<2

2

TSS. mg/L

Max

5

9

6

Turbidity NTU

Max

2

2.7

Min

6

Max
Min

TDS. mg/l

IRG.4.
Lyndhhurst
Stud.

STP outlet.

Licence
Recommended
Actual
Target
C Class Target

STANTHORPE WWTP.

Actual

30

Licence
Licence
Actual
Target
Target

6

W1 release point. Quart
Paramater
pot creek.

Class B.

Actual

Licence
Target

50

39

20

BOD

71

100

13

30

TSS

465

1500

465

<1500

##

1000

7.5

6

7.3

6.5

8.2

6.5

7.8

6.5

8.5

7.3

8.5

7.4

9.0

8.2

9.0

7.8

9.0

0.2

0.1

0.3

0.4

0.3

<100

<10

<100

pH

8

Free Chlorine
Residual. mg/l

Max

5

5.5

E. coli. cfu/100 mL

Max

<10

190

Faecal Coliform
(cfu/100 mL)

Max

1000

7000

F. Cols

Elec. Cond. uS/cm

Max

3000

669

E.C.

15

##

<10

6.8
35.2

0.75
0.1

9

SAR. mg/l

10

Total N. mg/L

Max

7.7

125

11

Total P. mg/L

Max

0.48

20

8.8

12

Boron mg/L

Max

<2

0.01

13

Chloride. mg/L

Max

<250

145

14

DO. mg/L

Min

15

Volume ML

ML

16

Odour Complaint
Other (Discharge to
creek)

No

17

KILLARNEY

CED Lagoon 7

IRG.1. CED

IRG.2.CED

Licence
Target

Actual

Licence
Actual
Target

20

##

6.5

9.5

6.5

6.8

6.5

10

9

9.5

8.5

6.8

8.5

10

1000

<100

1000

4800

1000

<100

NTU

7

3

DALVEEN

Licence
Actual
target

Actual

30
1000

WALLANGARRA

250-800

##

Warwick Inflow: ML

66.79

Free Cl2
E.Coli

Tot. N
Tot.P
Boron
Chloride

6
19.24

pH

DO

33.21

86.03

Odour
Nil to creek

Other

Legend

##

Meeting Target
Not Meeting Target
Not Measured
Lab Error
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Stanthorpe Recycled Water Scheme
Monthly Volume of Recycled Water Supplied (ML)
Group 1
Supply Year
2016-17

Eastern
Colour

July

3.897

August

6.115

September

DPI

0.068

4.812

October
November
December
January

Group 2
Hendrick
Pinata 1 Pinata 2
sen/Baro Visentin 1 Visentin 2
Kelly rd Ellwoods
nio
5.055
0.001
8.397
2.229

1.318

0.820

0.674

4.7408

0.0009

7.694

0.000

6.412

10.449

0.285

0.059

11.2124

0.015

0.035

Group 3
Taylor
18.322

Wren
0.003

3.462

0.0121

0.024

0.033

5.851

8.546

0.023

0.037

4.107

10.221

0.0366

0.0129

2.6885

2.244

3.646

0.006

Receiving
Environment

Yes unknown
18.000
41.455
32.126

19.388

0.0343

0.0602

Urban

5.329
0.992

9.669

13.3091

7.83

Monthly
Total

35.68
40.97
53.47
40.57
33.89
35.84
35.16

February
March
April
May
June

275.57
Full Allocation (ML)
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10

42

10

42

19

15

31

16

288

YTD Total (ML)

48.9

0.4

14.6

2.1

8.6

10.0

2.7

63.6

16.5

167

YTD Target (ML)

60.1
81%
47%

5.8
6%
4%

24.5
60%
35%

5.8
36%
21%

24.5
35%
20%

11.1
90%
52%

8.8
31%
18%

18.1
352%
205%

9.3
177%
103%

100%
58%

YTD Target (%)
Full Allocation (%)

168

Notes: Treated effluent discharged to Quart Pot Creek as no capacity in farm storage dams and high inflow to treatment plant due to heavy rain
Irrigators are under expected targets - requested no RW supply due to dams being full from Sep 2016 rains.
Discharges to the Quart Port Creek from increased inflow and infiltration from significant rains in September 2016

Potable Water Tables
Water Supply from Treatment Plants – Month of
Number Licence compliance Parameters
NTU
1

Physical

2

pH

3
4

Free Chlorine Residual (mg/L)
E. coli (cfu/100mL)

January
ADWG
Standard

<1

Taste
Complaint
Odour
Complaint
Minimum
Maximum
Maximum
Nil

6.5
8.5
<5.0
<5.0

Warwick Stanthorpe
WTP
WTP

Killarney
WTP

Wallangarra
WTP

Status
1.01

Status
0.12

Status
0.32

Status
0.32

0

0

0

0

0
6.68
7.27
2.8
0

0
7.25
7.43
2.5
0

0
7.41
7.82
3.2
0

0
7.51
7.68
2.1
0

Legend
Meeting Target
Not Meeting Target
Not Measured
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Monthly consumption ML

Monthly consumption ML

Monthly Water Consumptions Graphs
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Warwick Monthly Water consumption 13 months to January 2017
Leslie Dam
(Max 106,200 ML) 17.4%; 15,903 ML for SDRC
Connolly Dam (Max 2,590ML) 94.8%
Consumption
Winter 5 years
Summer 5 Years
Annual Average

Stanthorpe Monthly Water consumption 13 months to January 2017
Storm King Dam (Max 2180ML) 89.4%
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Consumption
Winter 5 years
Summer 5 Years
Annual Average

Wallangarra Monthly Water consumption 13 months to January 2017
BeeHive (Max 97 ML) 100%
The Soak (Max 22 ML) 100%
Cusack (Max 596 ML)100%

30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00

Consumption
Winter 5 years
Summer 5 Years
Annual Average

Monthly consumption
ML

Killarney Monthly Water consumption 13 months to January 2017
19.0
14.0

Consumption

9.0

Winter 5 years

4.0
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Avg Daily Consumption per Connection Jan 2017
(based on Sept 2016 meter readings)
6,000

Litres /connection/day

5,000

4,000

3,000
Commercial
2,000

Residential

1,000

0

Water Supply Scheme

Budget Implications
Nil
Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
1.
2.

Accept the Engineering Services Department Monthly Report; or
Not accept the Engineering Services Department Monthly Report.

Attachments
Nil
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11.2 Upgrade of the Gravel Section of Junabee Road, Danderoo
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Manager Works Construction,
Workshops & Assets

ECM Function No/s: 02.18/28.45

Recommendation
THAT Council resolve not to include the upgrade of the gravel section of Junabee Road in the
current 2016/17 Capital Budget or in the proposed 2017/18 Capital Budget and continue the
current maintenance regime on the road.
Report
Council received a petition in November 2016 requesting upgrade of the gravel section at the
eastern end of Junabee Road (chainage 16.67 – 18.68km) to a bitumen sealed standard (refer
attachment 1). At the December 2016 General Council Meeting, Council resolved
“That Council receive the Joint Letter regarding the condition of the gravel and dirt section of
Junabee Road, Danderoo and refer it to the Director Engineering Services for investigation
and refer for consideration in future capital works projects.”
Estimated Cost of Request
Please refer to attachment 2 for a drawing showing the location of the remaining gravel section of
Junabee Road that is the subject of the request. The request is to upgrade the gravel section of
Junabee Road to a bitumen sealed standard (approximately 2km). This would involve widening
the formation of the road, constructing a suitable pavement and bitumen sealing of the section.
The preliminary estimate to upgrade the 2 km section of road is approximately $350,000-$400,000.
It must be noted that this estimate assumes no upgrade to the culvert/floodway crossing of Emu
Creek at Chainage 18.63km and would not improve the flood immunity of the road. If the creek
crossing were to be upgraded to a bridge it could cost another $700,000. No Geotechnical
investigation has been carried out as such pavement depths are assumed.
Traffic Volumes
The gravel section of road has 2 rural addressing numbers located on it indicating that 2 dwellings
and associated properties have constructed accesses on to this section of road. A traffic count
was undertaken at a location approximately 600m west of the end of the gravel section in August
2016 and recorded an average of 148 vehicles per day. This was not an ideal location to estimate
the number of vehicles using the gravel section of road, as there are 3 properties (one a major
agricultural operation) that enter the sealed section of road before/after the location of the count.
The actual traffic using the gravel section will be less, possibly around 110 vehicles per day. The
only other relevant traffic count undertaken on Junabee Road was to the east of the gravel section
in May 2011 near the intersection with Yangan-Killarney Road and gave 75 vehicles per day.
Maintenance Costs
The following table sets out the details, timing and cost of the maintenance treatments. The
average annual Maintenance cost of the 2km section of gravel road over that past 10 years is
$6,600/year. It must be noted that this does not include maintenance or repair costs for the creek
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crossing. An adequately maintained gravel road will provide safe all weather access provided
drivers drive to the conditions of the road.
Date
Nov-2006
Mar-2007
Nov-2007
Jul-2008
Jul-2010
Sep-2010
Oct-2010
Dec-2011
Nov-2011
Mar-2014
Jun-2015
Feb-2016
Jul-2016

Description
Formation Grade
$
Formation Grade
$
Formation Grade/minor resheeting
$
Formation Grade
$
Formation Grade
$
Formation Grade
$
Re-sheet
$
Formation Grade
$
Formation Grade/minor resheeting
$
Formation Grade
$
Formation Grade
$
Formation Grade
$
Formation Grade
$
Total $

Cost
2,027.00
826.66
12,081.26
360.80
4,951.04
1,622.26
6,932.47
4,876.15
12,648.42
5,859.81
4,740.07
5,104.89
4,231.48
66,262.31

Conclusion
It has been the view of the officers that the primary purpose of Junabee Road is to collect and
convey traffic from the Junabee area and deliver it to Warwick. It has not been seen as a key
connecting road to deliver traffic from the Yangan Killarney Road to Warwick. The function of
delivering traffic from Yangan Killarney Road to Warwick is served by Warwick-Yangan Road and
Warwick-Killarney Road. Both of these roads are constructed to a higher standard and are owned
and funded by the Department of Transport and Main Roads. If the final section of gravel on
Junabee Road was sealed is would encourage more traffic to use Junabee Road instead of
Warwick-Yangan Road and Warwick-Killarney Road which would increase maintenance costs and
reduce the life of the sealed sections of Junabee Road. Some existing sealed sections of Junabee
Road closer to Warwick are narrow.
The officers have not previously included the upgrade of the gravel section of Junabee Road in
past Capital Programs or in the indicative 5 year future program as it was not considered a high
priority. Priority has been given to rehabilitating failed existing sealed roads rather than upgrading
gravel roads to sealed road standard. Upgrading of roads has generally been limited to widening
LRRS (Local Roads of Regional Significance) Roads under the TIDS program or upgrading (ie
widening) higher trafficked sealed roads when their condition deteriorates to the stage that the
existing pavement require rehabilitation.
When considering capital requests, many requests when reviewed in isolation have merit, however
Council is tasked with prioritising a limited amount of funds across a large network of roads to
provide best value for the greater community. It is recommended that the current capital budget
not be amended to include the proposed project as requested in the petition and that it also not be
included in the proposed 2017/18 capital budget. It is recommended that the traffic volumes and
maintenance costs be monitored in the future.
Officers have produced a draft indicative 4 year capital program as part of the 2017/18 budget
preparations. The upgrade of the gravel section of Junabee Road was not included in the
indicative program.
Budget Implications
An allocation for the upgrade of the gravel section of Junabee Road to a sealed standard is not
currently included in the current 2016/17 Capital Budget or in the proposed Capital Budget for
2017/18.
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Policy Consideration
Council’s Asset Management Policy States:
“Council will seek to understand and consider the future life cycle costs in all decisions
relating to the creation of new/upgrade of services and assets. Generally replacement and
renewal of assets will have priority over the creation of new or upgraded assets unless
significant benefit can be derived from the new/upgraded assets and the future lifecycle costs
are affordable.”
Community Engagement
No community engagement has been undertaken in addition to receiving the petition.
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
1.
2.
3.

Council resolve not to include the upgrade of the gravel section of Junabee Road in the
current 2016/17 Capital Budget or in the proposed 2017/18 Capital Budget and continue the
current maintenance regime on the road.
Council include a project for the upgrade of the gravel section of Junabee Road to a sealed
standard in the 2017/18 capital budget with a value of $375,000
Council include a project for the upgrade of the gravel section of Junabee Road to a sealed
standard in years 3 or 4 of the draft indicative 4 year capital program

Attachments
1.
2.

Petition received November 2016View
Locality Plan - Junabee Road Upgrade RequestView
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Item 11.2
Upgrade of the Gravel Section of Junabee Road, Danderoo
Attachment 1:
Petition received November 2016
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Item 11.2
Upgrade of the Gravel Section of Junabee Road, Danderoo
Attachment 1:
Petition received November 2016
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Item 11.2
Upgrade of the Gravel Section of Junabee Road, Danderoo
Attachment 1:
Petition received November 2016
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Item 11.2
Upgrade of the Gravel Section of Junabee Road, Danderoo
Attachment 1:
Petition received November 2016
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Item 11.2
Upgrade of the Gravel Section of Junabee Road, Danderoo
Attachment 1:
Petition received November 2016
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Item 11.2
Upgrade of the Gravel Section of Junabee Road, Danderoo
Attachment 1:
Petition received November 2016
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Item 11.2
Upgrade of the Gravel Section of Junabee Road, Danderoo
Attachment 2:
Locality Plan - Junabee Road Upgrade Request
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11.3 Placement of Big Thermometer in Rotary Park
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Manager Community Services and
Major Projects

ECM Function No/s: 28.90.02

Recommendation
THAT Council:1.

Approve the placement of the Big Thermometer (at the submitters cost) in Rotary Park,
located on the banks of Quart Pot Creek. The placement must be clear of the flood inundation
area.

2.

Consider the request to fund the earthworks, caravan parking bay and concrete footpath at an
estimated cost of $31,418.00, with funds to be identified as part of Council 3rd budget review
process.

Report
In 2015, the Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan (“the master plan”) was developed, with the aim to
“create an integrated and walkable town centre” (Mongard, 2015).
With regard to the big thermometer, the master plan stated, “The Big Thermometer is an idea to
celebrate Stanthorpe as the coldest place in Queensland and help create another visitation theme.
Concepts were developed for The Chamber of Commerce. The community is keen to see some
funding and outcome for this idea, which now requires further development. This could occur
through an ‘Expression of Interest’, once funding through RADF or other sources were secured.
The Big Thermometer has been floated as an idea over the last ten years and continues to be
raised as a tourism concept by traders and the community. It is considered to be a good idea
waiting for a final form and a suitable funding source.” (Mongard, 2015)
On the 16 December 2015, Council resolved to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Adopt the Stanthorpe Streetscape Masterplan.
Consider the priority project list as part of discussions on the SDRC budget for the 2016/17
financial year.
In the project priority list, consider the recommendations by submitters during the public
display.
Consider expressions of interest from Community Groups for specific components of the
Stanthorpe Streetscape Masterplan

On 16 January 2017, the Manager Community Services and Major Projects met with the
Stanthorpe Chamber of Commerce. The meeting was held in response to representations made by
the Chamber about the possibility of placing a “Big Thermometer” in Rotary Park, which is located
off Leslie Parade on Quart Pot Creek.
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During the meeting, the two members of the community discussed the idea of placing a ten (10)
metre high, by four (4) metre wide, by one (1) metre deep stone finished thermometer in Rotary
Park, which is located on the banks of Quart Pot Creek (see proposed concept and location below
(Figures 1 and 2) and Attachment 1).
Figure 1: Big Thermometer Concept

Figure 2: Aerial Photograph of proposed location of "Big Thermometer"
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The Chamber indicated that funding was in place to construct the “Big Thermometer”, however,
required Council approval to place the item in the proposed location. In addition to the approval,
both community members indicated that they were seeking Council to provide in-kind support, in
the form of vegetation removal (see figure 3), pathway construction (as shown as a dotted line in
figure 2) and additional longitude car parking along Leslie Parade (depicted in figure 2).
Figure 3: Rotary Park showing proposed vegetation to be removed in the background

In response to the above, the Manager Works Maintenance and Open Space was requested to
build an estimate to complete the requested works, as identified above. According to the Manager,
the cost to Council, should the works proceed would be in the order $31,000.00, with the
breakdown as follows:
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Description
Caravan Parking Bay
Concrete Footpath
Vegetation Removal
Contingency

5.

Total Estimated Cost

Measure
Item
Lineal Metre
Item
Percentage

Unit Rate
$18000.00
$120.00
$5,000

Quantity
1
36m
1
15%

Costs
$18,000.00
$4,320.00
$5,000.00
$4,098.00
$31,418.00

However, the Manager Works and Open Spaces has expressed concern about the potential
removal of the vegetation and also questioned the need for this work to occur.
During the site meeting of 16 January 2017, the Manager Community Services and Major Projects
also discussed the issue of keeping the subject works clear of the flood zone. The purpose of this
clearance was not only about protecting the asset, but also to reduce the risk of the asset being an
obstruction in flood water.
On closer examination of Council’s mapping system it was identified that the proposed location
would place the item in or at the fringe of the flood zone (see figure 4).
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Figure 4: Flood Zone mapping of Quart Pot Creek (Source: SDRC Intramaps)

Budget Implications
Approximately $31,000.00 would need to be found by Council for the capital program. Council
would also need to allow cost for both maintenance and the operation of the item (electricity).
About $1,000 per annum is considered a reasonable estimate to cover off these costs.
Policy Consideration
Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan, John Mongard Landscape Architects, July 2015.
Community Engagement
Two community members have approached Council about the prospect, including that identified in
the 2015 Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan.
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act
Local Government Regulation
Options
1.
2.
3.

Approve the placement of the Big Thermometer, clear of the flood inundation area of Quart Pot
Creek; and consider the provision of $31,418 in the 2017/18 budget deliberations
Approve only the placement of the Big Thermometer, clear of the flood inundation area of
Quart Pot Creek.
Take no action.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.

Letter of Submission, Mr Mick Spiller, 16 January 2017View
Rotary Letter of SupportView
Stanthorpe Men's Shed Letter of SupportView
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Item 11.3
Placement of Big Thermometer in Rotary Park
Attachment 1:
Letter of Submission, Mr Mick Spiller, 16 January 2017
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Item 11.3
Placement of Big Thermometer in Rotary Park
Attachment 2:
Rotary Letter of Support
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Item 11.3
Placement of Big Thermometer in Rotary Park
Attachment 3:
Stanthorpe Men's Shed Letter of Support
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11.4 Community Services Advisory Committee (CSAC) Meeting Held on 18 January 2017
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Manager Community Services and
Major Projects

ECM Function No/s: 13.52.01

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the minutes of the Community Services Advisory Committee Meeting held
on 18 January 2017 and endorse the Committee’s recommendations.
Report
The Community Services Advisory Committee (CSAC) met on 18 January 2017. Attached to this
report are the minutes of that meeting and the draft Community Services Strategic Plan.
Budget Implications
Nil
Policy Consideration
Advisory Committees Policy
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009
Local Government Regulation 2012
Options
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Receive the Minutes of the Community Services Advisory Committee Meeting held on 18
January 2017 and endorse the Committee’s recommendations.
Receive the Minutes of the Community Services Advisory Committee Meeting held on 18
January 2017 and endorse the first of the Committee’s recommendations for Council to note
the draft Community Services Strategic Plan and consider Community consultation for further
advancement of the plan.
Receive the Minutes of the Community Services Advisory Committee Meeting held on 18
January 2017 and endorse the second of the Committee’s recommendations to develop an
action plan based on education and skills development.
Receive the Minutes of the Community Services Advisory Committee Meeting held on 18
January 2017 without endorsement of either of the Committee’s recommendations.
Do not receive the Minutes of the Community Services Advisory Committee Meeting held on
18 January 2017.
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Attachments
1.
2.

Minutes of the Community Services Advisory Committee Meeting held on 18 January
2017View
Draft Community Services Strategic PlanView
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Item 11.4
Community Services Advisory Committee (CSAC) Meeting Held on 18 January 2017
Attachment 1:
Minutes of the Community Services Advisory Committee Meeting held on 18 January 2017
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Item 11.4
Community Services Advisory Committee (CSAC) Meeting Held on 18 January 2017
Attachment 1:
Minutes of the Community Services Advisory Committee Meeting held on 18 January 2017
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Attachment 1:
Minutes of the Community Services Advisory Committee Meeting held on 18 January 2017
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Item 11.4
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Draft Community Services Strategic Plan
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Item 11.4
Community Services Advisory Committee (CSAC) Meeting Held on 18 January 2017
Attachment 2:
Draft Community Services Strategic Plan
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12.

PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT & CORPORATE SERVICES DEPARTMENT REPORTS

12.1 Fees for Application for Exemption Certificate for Works on a Local Heritage Place
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Planning and Compliance
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: 18.04

Recommendation
THAT Council amends the Schedule of General Fees and Charges to include the following:
Application for Exemption Certificate for works on a Local Heritage Place

$155

Report
In accordance with the Sustainable Planning Regulation 2009, Council has a role as a concurrence
agency for any application for building works on a building on the Local Heritage Register. This
means that any building application for work on a Local Heritage Place must be forwarded to
Council for assessment against the Heritage overlay code of the Southern Downs Planning
Scheme. As a concurrence agency, Council can request further information to be provided,
impose conditions on any approval, and can require the building application to be refused.
Changes have recently been made to the Queensland Heritage Act 1992 which allow an owner (or
another person with the owner’s consent) of a Local Heritage Place to apply to the Chief Executive
Officer for an exemption certification to carry out development on the heritage place. (Exemption
certificates have been used by the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection for works
on State Heritage Places for some years.)
An exemption certificate may be given if the proposed development:
(a)

is permitted under a heritage agreement or local heritage agreement for the place; or

(b)

will not have a detrimental impact, or will only have a minimal detrimental impact on the
cultural heritage significance of the place.

An exemption certificate means that proposed works on a Local Heritage Place do not require
assessment against the Heritage Overlay Code.
As exemption certificate can be issued with or without conditions. If an application for an
exemption certificate is refused, or approved subject to conditions, reasons must be given for the
refusal of the conditions.
It is considered appropriate that Council imposes a fee for processing an application for an
exemption certificate for works on a Local Heritage Place. The current fee for a concurrence
agency response for Building Work on Local Heritage Place where only internal works are
proposed is $155. It is considered appropriate that the same fee apply to an exemption certificate.
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Budget Implications
There may be a small reduction in revenue, as an application for an exemption certificate will be
less than the $785 which can currently be charged for a concurrence agency assessment for
external building works to a Local Heritage Place.
Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Queensland Heritage Act 1992
Sustainable Planning Regulation 2009
Southern Downs Planning Scheme
Local Heritage Register
Options
THAT:
1.
2.
3.

Council adopts a fee of $155 for an application for an exemption certificate for works on a
Local Heritage Place;
Council adopts another fee for an application for an exemption certificate; or
Council does not impose a fee for an application for an exemption certificate.

Attachments
Nil
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12.2 Material Change of Use - Gary Hayes & Partners Pty Ltd, 13123 Cunningham Highway,
Womina
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Development Assessment
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: MCU\01798

APPLICANT:
OWNER:
ADDRESS:
RPD:
ZONE:
PROPOSAL:
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT:
SUBMITTERS:
REFERRALS:
FILE NUMBER:

Gary Hayes & Partners Pty Ltd
William J Dwan
13123 Cunningham Highway, Womina
Lot 3 ML1766 and Lot 5 RP206437, Parish of Warwick, County
of Merivale
Lot 3 ML1766: Rural residential zone
Lot 5 RP206437: Specialised centre zone
Renewable energy facility (Solar farm)
Impact
Six: Four letters of objection and two letters of support
Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning
and Ergon Energy
MCU\01798

Recommendation Summary
THAT the application for a Renewable energy facility (Solar farm) on land at 13123 Cunningham
Highway, Womina, described as Lot 3 ML1766 and Lot 5 RP206437, Parish of Warwick, County of
Merivale, be approved subject to conditions, despite the conflict with the Southern Downs Planning
Scheme.
Report
The subject property is on the northern approach to Warwick and is bounded by the Cunningham
Highway, East Street and Ogilvie Road.
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The applicant proposes to establish a 30 megawatt solar thermal farm on the site. The site would
be developed over several stages, approximately 11 stages, however it is anticipated that that the
completion of all stages would be 12 to 18 months.
The solar farm would comprise of 4,050 solar thermal collectors, a power plant complex and an
administration building. The plant components are designed to operate for a minimum of 30 years
with no major replacement of parts or maintenance. The panels will have an approximate height of
1.8 metres above ground level.
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Power plant

Solar panel diagram

An example of the solar panels

The applicant has provided the following information in relation to the proposed development:
Construction Stage
During the construction stage of the development work will be undertaken 6 days per week
between the hours of 7am to 6pm. It is expected that there will be between 100-150 people
working on site, dependant on the stage of the development. We intend to close existing
access to the highway and have all vehicles enter and exit the site off Ogilvie Road, as seen
on plan W5063-02. During the construction stage our client has advised us that two semi
trailers will be delivering goods to the site on a daily bases. The panels will be assembled
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inside the plant and control room prior to being fitted to the frames. This can be achieved as
the installation of the turbines in the plant and control room is one of the last aspects of
construction. During the construction of the solar panels and frames, car parking will be
provided for employees inside the power plant compound.
Machinery used during the construction stage will consist of a 10 ton excavator, a crane, and
smaller earthmoving machinery, typical of most building construction sites. The operation of
the machinery will have minimal noise impacts to the local environment, due to the existing
ambient noise from the highway. However, to reduce any nuisance to neighbouring
properties, the operation of machinery will be limited to between the hours of 7am and 6pm
Monday to Saturday.
The panels are secured to the ground using screw piles installed by the excavator. Prior to
the screw piles being installed, a geofabric is placed on the land to prevent weeds growing
under the solar panels. The geofabric is then covered with an aggregate, which is
permeable, and allows stormwater to pass through.
Frames are then assembled on site using pre-cut aluminium and attached to the piles. The
assembled panels are then attached to the frames. A schematic diagram of the power plant
area is shown on the attached plans. All construction works will be completed to relevant
building standards.
Stage one of the development will consist of assembling 4050 Solar Thermal Collectors
(STC) and construction of the power plant complex, as seen on the attached plans. The
following stages, being the construction of the remaining STCs, will be completed as shown.
It is expected that the development be fully completed within 12-18 months of starting the
project.
Post Construction
There will be between 2 and 6 employees on site at any one time. Labour is kept to a
minimum at this site, due to the intermittent heavy rainfalls that are experienced in the region.
This rainfall removes dust from the solar panel tubes, which is otherwise a very labour
intensive activity, and allows them to operate at maximum efficiency. Once the development
is functional it will require 24 hour monitoring.
As can be seen on the site plans, a three metre buffer around the site has been included.
This is used for the two electric vehicles to gain access to all areas. Six car parks have been
included inside the power plant. A 2 meter wide ornamental ground cover buffer has been
included along the highway frontage. This has been included as an alternative to council’s
standard buffer requirements, as the development is intended to be showcased
demonstrating the town is forward thinking and innovative in supporting clean energy.
Landscaping will be completed around the power plant complex to further enhance the visual
appeal.
The solar system has been designed to collect heat and light from the sun to the heat
absorbing tubes. As a result, there is negligible glare produced from the site.
It is important that the maximum amount of sun rays be absorbed by the tubes to optimise
the efficiency of the system.
Operation Stage
The site will connected to the substation by underground cabling from the transformer
located in the power plant area. Our client has advised us that the substation will not need to
be upgraded and that the solar farm can be connected straight to it.
Heat is collected via the solar thermal collectors and stored in thermal energy storage tanks
which contain a Phase Change Material. The Phase Change Material is a benign carbon
based product. No stream is created from the plant as the heat is transferred using Thermal
Transfer Oil to heat refrigerant R245fa which runs the turbines. Please refer to the attached
technical bulletin for further information in regards to the system operation.
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The tubes used to collect the heat are filled with the Thermal Transfer Oil. Before the oil is
added to the system the lines are pressure tested to ensure there are no leaks. The system
is designed so if there is a loss of pressure, the pumps automatically turn off and cease
circulation of liquid to limit spills.
Once the system is complete there will be some noise generated from the air cooled
condensers, however, our client has advised us that this will be limited to 5 DbA above
background noise at the boundary (refer to attached technical bulletin).
The development is extremely environmentally friendly with the plant producing no air, water,
or light emissions with the risk of soil contamination being negligible due to the benign
products used and the preventative systems installed. Once fully operational the site has the
potential to remove 7,920 tonnes of carbon dioxide being released into the atmosphere per
year compared to coal-fired electricity generation.
Conclusion
For the reasons stated above, we believe this development is beneficial to the town, and will
showcase to other towns around Queensland and Australia that Warwick is a progressive
environmentally friendly town. Interest has already been shown from international investors
who are eager to see this plant in operation. We also consider this to be a point of attraction
for local tourism, with an interpretive board will be included on site.
As part of the response to the information request, the applicant has provided the following
additional information:
Two storey administration building
The building will be constructed of prefabricated recycled material. The building will be
approximately two stories in height with a mezzanine flood constructed over a small area of
the structure to include the three offices. The rest of the building will be used as a storage
area, housing goods associated with the development including the electric vehicles used on
the site. There will be no storage of hazardous materials within this structure.
Control room
The control room will be open design and consist solely of the turbines, generators and
electrical control gear.
Potential noise sources
All turbines and generators will be contained in the control room. By containing this
infrastructure in the control room the noise generated from the plant can be contained to the
generally excepted ambient noise plus 5dB(A). Although there are a number of air cooled
condensers they are of the same nature as the ones on a residential air conditioner and will
present no nuisance.
The plant components are designed to operate for a minimum of 30 years with no major
replacement of parts or maintenance. Minor works will be carried out during the operation of
the plant to ensure the development functions at full capacity.
Continual maintenance
The development has been designed and specifically located to require minimal upkeep
once fully operational. However, this does not mean the development is completely
maintenance free. The intermittent heavy rain fall experienced in the region will clean the
dust from the solar collectors. Though, during periods minimal rainfall staff will manually
clean the solar collectors as needed to ensure the facility operated at its full capacity
To assist, the following technical information was submitted as part of the application also:
The ZED Solar Thermal Electric (STE) system is an integrated multiple fuel (solar thermal,
biogas, biomass, fossil fuel, geothermal, waste heat, etc.) system that can produce electricity
24 hours per day. The STE system is also capable of storing Thermal Energy for on-demand
conversion (through its Patent Pending Thermal Energy Storage System and its Patented
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ORC Turbine) to electrical power for around the clock operations and during cloudy days
economically.
The system comprises of (1) Patented Solar Thermal Concentrator that collects the solar
thermal energy that stores the thermal heat in (2) Patent Pending Thermal Buffer and
Storage Tank, which is turn provides thermal energy to the (3) Patented ORC Turbine Power
Plant which generates electricity for the building (or process or mine site or community).
Waste heat from the plant can be used for heating (Cogeneration) and/or cooling
(Trigeneration) and/or EV Recharging (Quadgeneration) and/or water desalination
(Pentageneration).

The system has a Central Inverter that uses four ways to provide reactive power control,
adjustable settings for low-voltage ride-through, provisionable ramp parameters for start-andstop operations, options to adjust the effective power to stablise grid frequency and remote
power control.
Referral
As the subject site is within 25 metres of a State-controlled road, the Department of Infrastructure,
Local Government and Planning (DILGP) is a Concurrence agency for the application. The DILGP
require conditions to be attached to any approval.
In addition, as an electricity easement traverses the property and the land is within 100 metres of a
substation, the application required referral to Ergon Energy as a Advice agency. Ergon Energy
have no objection to the application, however have requested Council to include four conditions in
any approval. The conditions relate to maintenance of the easement, access to the electricity
infrastructure, ensuring there is no impact from stormwater on the easement or infrastructure and
seeking agreement from Ergon Energy prior to any changes to the development that will affect the
electricity infrastructure.
Submissions
Six submissions were received to the application, which included four letters of objection and two
letters of support.
The issues raised by the submitters are addressed below.
Land suitability


Womina is an established Rural residential community living on and making good use of
fertile agricultural land. The report states that the site is on ‘poor quality’ land. This is not true.
There are many prosperous ‘real’ farms (large and small) in this area (i.e. not ‘solar’ farms).



The site is within five minutes of the Warwick CBD. This area is better suited for residential to
minimise transport of people. The residences could be along East Street, with each having
use of the fertile rural land back towards the highway.
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The applicant’s consultant has provided the following response:


The land is unsuitable for agricultural purposes which typically require chemicals,
fertiliser’s etc. These activities would create nuisances of noise and odour to the
nearby residents. The proposed use does not have any of these impacts to the nearby
properties.



We consider the land to be marginal in terms of residential use, due to its proximity to
the Cunningham Highway. There is more than adequate land zone rural residential
which is currently undeveloped.

Comment: The land is within both the Rural residential zone and the Specialised centre zone. The
land could be developed for these purposes, which would result in the land no longer being
available for rural uses.
An assessment of the application against the purpose of each zone and the remainder of the
Planning Scheme is provided later in this report. This includes an assessment of the suitability of
the site.
Glare


For residents, particularly those on the Mt Tabor slope overlooking the site, but also those on
the west, north, north-west and north-east of the site, there has to be problems from the sun
being reflected into houses from the glass on the solar panels.

The applicant’s consultant has provided the following response:


The issue of glare has been addressed in the submission and we reaffirm that this will
be minimal due to the tubular design of the panels.



Due to the design of the panels there will be no impact on traffic.

Comment: As part of the application information, the consultant detailed that the system has been
designed to collect heat and light from the sun to the heat absorbing tubes. As a result, there is
negligible glare produced from the site.
As the aim of a solar farm is to absorb the maximum amount of sun rays, there is limited glare
produced from the system.
Visual amenity


The residents of Womina do not want this eyesore in their every day view. If SDRC do
approve this proposed, there would need to be a secure fence around the entire area
blocking the sight of it or preferably a buffer of medium height bushes which would shield the
area from view. This would need to be maintained for the life of the project.



It seems they [the solar panels] will be placed on a north sloping area of land directly facing
traffic approaching from the north. After coming along the highway that has beautiful
mountain views to be suddenly confronted with 80 acres of glass on the edge of the site must
pose as a negative.



Residents do not want their present view of the beautiful country landscape, replaced by this
monstrosity.



To have something like this greeting all travellers arriving in Warwick would be a serious
mistake. Developments like this, if ever considered, should be well away from town and due
consideration given to all adjoining properties and occupants.



Solar farms are right up with wind farms in being dreadful visual pollution. In both cases,
there should be water tight bonds given to ensure that when these operations cease (go
broke or become uneconomical) that there are sufficient funds set aside to guarantee
dismantlement without public cost.



We may be proud of the fact that we are embracing the latest in renewable energy sources,
but do we really think that tourists would want to see a large industrial eyesore right at the
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entrance to Warwick. It might be an exciting ‘new idea’ now, but after it is built, it will simply
be an industrial eyesore.


A buffer zone could include a screen of small trees or bushes, which is maintained, to the
adjoining residential property. Perhaps a more permanent buffer of small trees and bushes
could be developed just on the sharp point area immediately adjacent to the house on Lot
506 ML1360. This would be a possible compensation for the devaluing of the property.

The applicant’s consultant has provided the following response:


The Visual impact from Mt Tabor is minimal and similar to that of a cultivated field.



Buffers have been planed, as outlined in the submission.

Comment: Concerns regarding amenity are detailed later in this report.
Fencing


The report does not mention a fence surrounding the area, but I believe a solid fence, high
enough to block the view of the solar farm as well as for security, could be appropriate.

The applicant’s consultant has provided the following response:


It is proposed to have a security fence around the entire site.

Comment: The applicant has indicated that a fence will be provided surrounding the site; however
the fence is intended to be mesh, so as not to impact on the collection of sun rays on the panels.
Use of herbicides


There is a water course running through this property. water courses should house green
pastures and life. How will the vegetation be permanently destroyed on this property? Only
the use of herbicides will maintain the required desert conditions that they will need for this
solar ‘farm’.

The applicant’s consultant has provided the following response:


As outlined in the submission, use of herbicides will be kept to a minimum with weed
control addressed by the use of the geo-fabric and aggregate outlined in the
submission.

Comment: It is unlikely that the level of herbicide, or the like, used as part of the subject
development would vary greatly from that regularly used on rural land.
Traffic


Although I am not cognizant with the angles the panels will be placed at or how the directions
of the sun will affect the site during the changing seasons, there is the possibility that traffic
from certain directions and at different times of the day will be subjected to dangerous glare.

Comment: The Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning were a Concurrence
agency to the original application. As part of this role, the Department of Transport and Main
Roads (DTMR) were involved as a technical agency. As part of the DTMR consideration would
have been the potential impact on the safe and efficient operation of the State-controlled road,
being the Cunningham Highway.
The DILGP requires conditions to be imposed on any approval, however there are no conditions
relating to glare.
The style of the solar thermal panels is such that glare is generally not produced. The panels vary
to the traditional solar panels seen on residential and commercial buildings.
Compensation and devaluation


If SDRC do approve this development, it would be fair to expect some compensation for the
effect it will have on the adjoining residential property. The residents have worked hard to
build up the potential of their properties, as have other residents of Womina. We do not
deserve them to be devalued by an industrial eyesore.
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Would Council spend their own hard earned cash to invest in a rural acreage where the
residence to house their family, is within three metres of 45,000 industrial solar panels? The
property adjacent immediately becomes devalued because of this.
Comment: In accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, compensation would not be
applicable to the approval of this application.
No evidence or market related verification has been supplied validating the claim that the proposed
development devalues adjoining properties. Council would be unable to rely upon this ground as a
reason to refuse this application.
Two letters of support were also received. The points detailed in these letters related to:


The development will protect us against the centralisation of electricity generation, and the
consequent monopolistic behaviour of suppliers.



The developments existence will assist local industry which this town so desperately lacks.



A flow-on effect will be the enhancement of the opportunities for local employment, which
will increase our working population, hopefully back to qualifying once again as a city in our
own right.



Increased production and population will increase the funding support from State and
Federal Governments in rightfully returning a larger portion of what has been extracted from
our district.



The position is excellent, in that it will be the best possible signboard to show Warwick is
advancing, after all, to those travellers on the highway.



Finally, it is a long overdue catalyst for justifiable pride on the part of this fine community in
our visible progress....the knockers will be put back into their box, and not before time.



The need to have a sustainable source of solid income must be the major consideration in
the approval of this most important opportunity to develop our basic infrastructure. Without it,
Warwick will become another run-down inland ghost town.

Assessment against the Planning Scheme
This application required assessment against the Specialised centre zone code, the Rural
residential zone code, the Carparking and loading code, the Landscaping code, the Outdoor
lighting code, and the Physical infrastructure code.
Strategic framework
In relation to Settlement pattern, Element 3.3.9 – Climate change and environmental hazards, a
Specific outcome that Council wants to achieve is:
As a strategy for mitigating climate change developments are designed to reduce the carbon
footprint of the Southern Downs with reduced car and electricity use.
An associated Land use strategy states as follows:
The generation of renewable energy and use of low emission technologies is supported
subject to consideration of the amenity, including the scenic amenity of adjoining areas.
The proposed development is consistent with the Strategic framework, as it is supportive of
renewable energy uses, such as a solar farm. The scenic amenity issues are considered in detail
later in this report.
Specialised centre zone code and Rural residential zone code
The local government purpose of the Specialised centre zone code is to:
(a) To ensure that the area is complementary to the principal centre and not used for
shopping centres or retail and commercial uses with a regional focus.
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(b) To allow for the development of retail uses selling large and bulky goods such as car
yards and showrooms and, when located on a highway, highway oriented uses such as
fast food outlets and tourist accommodation.
(c) To provide for commercially oriented low impact industry activities that involve display
of goods and direct selling to public or provision of services to the public.
(d) To provide an attractive, interesting entrance to the urban area where the impacts of
strip development are mitigated by attractive frontages and controlled vehicle
entrances.
The purpose of the Specialised centre zone code is achieved through the following overall
outcomes:
(a) A range of appropriately scaled commercial, residential and industrial uses are
provided. These uses include multiple dwellings, small shops that service the
surrounding area, shops selling large and bulky goods, outdoor showrooms for motor
vehicles and equipment, restaurants, tourist accommodation and highway oriented
service providers. Industry uses are limited to small scale low impact industries and
service industries.
(b) Uses are located, designed and managed in a manner that minimises external impacts.
(c) The scale, character and built form of development respects the streetscape of the
surrounding area.
(d) Development does not adversely impact on the safety and efficiency of the road
network including the State controlled network.
(e) The viability of both existing and future uses and operations in the precinct are
protected from the intrusion of incompatible uses.
(f) Development does not compromise the viability of the centres hierarchy. The zone
does not contain supermarkets or shopping centres.
(g) The expansion of development into adjoining rural, residential or rural residential areas
or as ribbon development along the major roads is inappropriate and would conflict with
the strategic framework.
The local government purpose of the Rural residential zone code is to:
(a) Rural residential areas provide a liveable residential environment through the
consistency of land uses, design quality and built form character.
(d)

Rural residential development does not have an adverse impact on ecological or
hydrological processes or the availability and use of agricultural land.

(f)

Rural residential development is not subject to environmental hazards such as
bushfire, landslip and flooding.

The purpose of the Rural residential zone code is achieved through the following overall outcomes:
(c)

The built form of all buildings is consistent with the scale and character of a rural
residential area.

(d)

Development enhances and responds to environmental features and topographical
features of the site.

(e)

Natural features such as creeks, gullies, waterways, wetlands and vegetation and
bushland are retained, enhanced and buffered from the impacts of development. Any
unavoidable impacts are minimised through location, design, operation and
management requirements.
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(i)

Non-residential uses will be limited to those uses which have minimal impacts on the
amenity, character, form and environment of the surrounding area such as home based
businesses and small scale tourist accommodation. Non-residential uses have a scale
and incorporate design elements that are consistent with the surrounding residential
development.

(j)

Development is designed to maximise sustainable living and transport use.

The Planning Scheme does not envisage a solar farm development of this size, in this location.
The proposal will help promote the Region as being supportive of renewable energy facilities.
The proposal will also help promote tourism within the Region and conditions can be imposed to
protect the environment and improve the entrance to town.
Part of the land has recently been included within the Specialised centre zone. As detailed, the
purpose of the Specialised centre zone includes premises for the sale of large and bulky goods,
and outdoor showrooms. If the 20 hectare portion was developed for such uses, there will be a
degree of visual impact created and change in character of the area, as the buildings and
structures would be much higher than the solar panel structures and include a large amount of
sealed, impervious area for carparking.
Similarly, in the 13 hectare portion which is included in the Rural residential zone, if it were
developed as large lots containing a residence, there would be buildings, structures and fences,
which would also be of greater height than the solar farm structures.
It is acknowledged that there will be a degree of visual impact from the proposed development, but
consideration is also to be given to the potential use of the site for the reasons outlined in the
purpose for each zone. Such uses will also have an impact on the character and amenity of the
area, beyond the present, and in some instance, the visual impact could actually be more intrusive.
The proposed development is unique and has locational requirements, such as proximity to the
substation, which has resulted in this property being selected.
A number of the provisions of the Planning Scheme do not apply due to the nature of the
development that it was not anticipated when the Planning Scheme was drafted.
Rural residential zone code
The proposed development complies with the Rural residential zone code in relation to Access,
Home based business, Waste water, Traffic, and Infrastructure.
With regards to Scale of development, Built form, Amenity, and Use, where applicable, the
development doesn’t comply with the stipulated Acceptable outcomes.
The associated Performance outcomes are as follows:
PO1

Buildings and other structures are located and designed to accentuate the open, low
density residential character of the area.

PO3

Development is at a scale and nature that is complementary and compatible with the
surroundings and does not unduly impact on the visual amenity of the surrounding area
and streetscape.

PO9

Non-residential buildings and structures reflect and display elements of domestic
architecture including pitched roofs, variations in setbacks, architectural detailing and
materials.

PO11

Development for uses other than residential uses is located and designed to avoid
significantly changing the conditions of privacy, safety, noise, odour and fumes, lighting
and traffic generation experienced by occupants of nearby residential uses.

PO12

Uses are compatible with and complementary to the dominant existing use and character
of the area.
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PO18

Uses, other than residential uses are either associated with or provide a service to
residents of the surrounding residential area or have locational characteristics that can
best be met within a rural residential area.
The use is for tourist accommodation or the use utilises an existing non-residential
building or the use provides a sympathetic and complementary use of a Local heritage
place.

Lot 3 ML1766 is within the Rural residential zone, as previously detailed, the Planning Scheme did
not envisage a development of this scale and nature. The minimum lot size for subdivision within
this zone is 4,000 square metres, therefore a significant number of lots could be created on this
portion of the site. It would be expected that each rural residential lot could contain a dwelling and
associated sheds and structures. The dwellings and structures would be of greater height than the
solar farm structures.
The proposed development will result in a change to the character and amenity of the area,
however the development of the site for rural residential uses would also result in an increase in
density.
It is considered appropriate that a buffer be established in the north-east corner of the site, to
ensure the impact on the residence at 15 East Street (Lot 506 ML1360) is reduced. This will result
in a reduction in the number of solar panels.
Specialised centre zone code
The proposed development complies with the Specialised centre zone code in relation to Parking,
servicing and access, Landscaping, and Refuse management and storage.
In relation to Siting, layout, building form and design, and Use, the Code requires compliance with
the following Performance outcomes:
PO1

Premises are of a type and scale consistent with the building form and character of the
adjoining area.

PO2

The height, site cover and setbacks for buildings all combine to provide an attractive
commercial and industrial built environment.

PO3

Landscape setbacks to all uses create an attractive, consistent streetscape.

PO4

Development is designed to take advantage of local climatic conditions in ways that
reduce demands on non-renewable energy sources for cooling and heating.

PO5

Buildings adjoining residential areas are located, oriented and designed to minimise
impacts on the adjoining residential area.

PO6

The appearance and siting of buildings, other structures, carparking areas or signage is
compatible with the local streetscape character, the style and design of nearby buildings
and is respectful and sympathetic to any local heritage place.

PO14

All uses are designed and operated to preserve or improve the physical conditions of the
adjoining area including noise, light, air quality, vehicle and pedestrian generation and
flow.

Similarly to the Rural residential zone, the Planning Scheme did not envisage a development of
this scale and nature within the Specialised centre zone. The part of the land within the Specialised
centre zone could be developed for large bulky buildings, a range of outdoor sales, or indoor sport
and recreation facilities, all of which have the potential to have buildings of greater height than the
solar farm structures.
It is acknowledged that the administration building will be two storeys; however it will be located
toward the Ogilvie Road frontage.
The current dominant use of this area is a residence on large lots. The proposed development will
result in a change to the character and amenity of the area, however the development of the site
for other uses associated with the Specialised centre zone would also result in a change.
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It is acknowledged that the site coverage of the proposed development would be greater than if the
site was developed for Specialised centre uses, however there would equally be a large amount of
sealed and impervious area.
Although the site is fully developed with the solar structures, the power plant and the administration
building, it is considered appropriate that a 3.0 metre landscaped strip be provided along the
Cunningham Highway and East Street frontages, and a 6.0 metres landscaped strip along the
Ogilvie Road frontage of the site. In the case of the Cunningham Highway and East Street the
landscaping could be provided within the road reserve. However it should be noted that the
maintenance of this landscaping is to remain with the operators of the site. The landscaping should
include a variety of flowering shrubs and ground covers, with the plants growing a height of one
metre. The landscaping will also ensure that the northern entrance to Warwick is enhanced.
Scenic amenity is a personal opinion. In places within Australia, solar farms have become a tourist
attraction.
Decision rules – Chapter 6, Subdivision 2 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009
In accordance with Section 326(1)(b) of the Sustainable Planning Act, Council can approve the
development despite the conflict with the Southern Downs Planning Scheme, if there are sufficient
grounds identified.
Section 326(1) states as follows:
326 Other decision rules
(1)

The assessment manager’s decision must not conflict with a relevant instrument
unless—
(a)

the conflict is necessary to ensure the decision complies with a State planning
regulatory provision; or

(b)

there are sufficient grounds to justify the decision, despite the conflict; or

(c)

the conflict arises because of a conflict between—
(i)

2 or more relevant instruments of the same type, and the decision best
achieves the purposes of the instruments; or
Example of a conflict between relevant instruments—
a conflict between 2 State planning policies

(ii) 2 or more aspects of any 1 relevant instrument, and the decision best
achieves the purposes of the instrument.
Example of a conflict between aspects of a relevant instrument—
a conflict between 2 codes in a planning scheme
It is considered that there are sufficient grounds detailed in the report. The grounds will be
summarised in the first part of the Recommendation.
Carparking and loading code
The Code does not stipulate a carparking rate for such a use. The associated Performance
outcome states as follows:
PO1

Sufficient carparking is provided to accommodate the number and type of vehicles likely to
be generated by the development having regard to the following:
(a) The nature and operation of the use;
(b) The likely number of users including residents and employees;
(c) The hours of operation and the peak parking demand periods;
(d) The availability of alternative parking in the vicinity including on street car parking;
(e) In the case of residential development, the proximity to the Principal centre zone and
the facilities contained within that zone or the availability of public transport;
(f)
The feasibility of physically providing parking on site including access restrictions and
size of the site; and
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(g)

The provisions of Planning Scheme Policy–Off Street Carparking.

The applicant proposes to provide 20 carparking spaces near to the administration building. During
the construction phase, parking will be available in the power plant compound.
This is considered appropriate.
Landscaping code
As previously discussed, it is considered appropriate that a 3.0 metre landscaped strip be provided
along the Cunningham Highway and East Street frontages, and a 6.0 metres landscaped strip
along the Ogilvie Road frontage of the site. In the case of the Cunningham Highway and East
Street the landscaping could be provided within the road reserve.
Outdoor lighting code
The proposed development can be conditioned to comply with the Code.
Physical infrastructure code
The proposed development complies, or can be conditioned to comply with the Code with regards
to Water supply, Waste water disposal, Energy, Roads and rail, Development near underground
utility services, and Crime prevention and safety.
Infrastructure Charges
In line with Council’s Infrastructure Charges Resolution 2015, there is nil charge applicable to uses
defined as Low impact rural, which is what a Renewable energy facility (solar farm) is defined.
Conclusion
The solar farm would comprise of 4,050 solar thermal collectors, a power plant complex and two
storey administration building. The plant components are designed to operate for a minimum of 30
years with no major replacement of parts or maintenance.
Six submissions were received to the application, which included four letters of objection and two
letters of support.
As reiterated throughout the report, the Planning Scheme does not envisage a solar farm
development of this size, in this location. The proposal will help promote the Region as being
supportive of renewable energy facilities.
Part of the land could otherwise be development for the sale of large and bulky goods, and outdoor
showrooms, and the remaining part for rural residential development. This would result in a change
of character and amenity of the area also. The buildings constructed as part of these uses would
be of greater height than the solar panel structures and thus have the potential to create a greater
visual impact.
The technology used for this development does not involve the reflective style of solar panel which
is used in a traditional solar farm or on commercial and residential buildings. The proposed
development involved tubular solar thermal collectors.
It is considered that appropriate conditions can be imposed to ensure there is minimal impact on
the adjoining properties.
The proposed development should be approved despite the conflict with the planning scheme,
subject to conditions.
Options
1.
2.
3.

The officer's recommendation is adopted.
An alternative recommendation is adopted.
The application is refused with reasons.
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Recommendation
Recommendation
THAT the application for Renewable energy facility (Solar farm) on land at 13123 Cunningham
Highway, Womina, described as Lot 3 ML1766 and Lot 5 RP206437, Parish of Warwick, County of
Merivale, be received and
A.

B.

THAT, in accordance with Section 326(1)(b) of the Sustainable Planning Act, despite the
conflict with the Southern Downs Planning Scheme, the following sufficient grounds have
been identified to favourably consider the application::


Due to the unique nature of the proposed development, the current Planning Scheme
did not envisage a development of this type however as set out in the report the
proposed development satisfies the Strategic framework of the Planning Scheme.



The proposed development and its associated infrastructure involves the use of leading
edge technology and best practice to ensure the environmental impacts of the
development are minimised.



The proposed development satisfies Council’s vision of being supportive of renewable
energy uses, where appropriately located.



The proposed development will provide a tourist attraction which is currently not
available in the region.



The proposal will provide a uniform and controlled development on the northern
entrance to Warwick.



The proposed development is located on a property with appropriate slope and
proximity to an electricity substation.

THAT the application for a Renewable energy facility (Solar farm) on land at 13123
Cunningham Highway, Womina, described as Lot 3 ML1766 and Lot 5 RP206437, Parish of
Warwick, County of Merivale, be approved subject to the following conditions:

Schedule 1 - Southern Downs Regional Council Conditions
Approved Plans
1.

The development of the site is to be generally in accordance with the following proposal
plans submitted with the application, EXCEPT THE PANELS WITHIN THE EXCLUSION
AREA DETAILED IN CONDITION 7 ARE TO BE REMOVED, and subject to the final
development being amended in accordance with the conditions of this approval.
Plan Name
Solar Thermal Collector
Installation at Warwick

2.

Plan No.
ZED/WRW/STC/ADM/R0

Site Plan

W5063-02

Power plant perspective

-

Date
19 December
2016
7 December
2016
-

Where there is any conflict between the conditions of this approval and the details shown on
the approved plans and documents, the conditions of approval prevail.

Staging
3.

The development may proceed in stages, provided that any road access and infrastructure
services required to service a particular stage are constructed with that stage. Unless
otherwise expressly stated, the conditions must be read as being applicable to all stages.

Land Use and Planning Controls
4.

The material change of use the subject of this development permit must be completed within
a period of 5 years starting the day this development permit takes effect. The development
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permit will lapse in respect of each aspect of the material change of use that has not been
completed within this period.
5.

In accordance with Section 342 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, the uncompleted
aspects of this development approval lapse if the whole of the approved use has not
happened by 31 March 2022.

Reconfiguration of a Lot
6.

The existing allotments are to be amalgamated into one allotment and a new Certificate of
Title issued to cover the newly created allotment prior to the use of the site commencing.
ALTERNATIVELY, a statutory covenant is to be provided over Lot 3 ML1766 and Lot 5
RP206437, to retain these lots in the same ownership until such time as the use of the land
for a Renewable energy facility (Solar farm) ceases. The covenant documentation is to be
prepared by Council's solicitors at the developer’s cost. The covenant documentation is to
be submitted to Council for approval prior to the commencement of the use.

Panel details
7.

There are to be no solar panels located within an exclusion area, adjoining the dwelling on
Lot 506 ML1360. The exclusion area is to be generally as shown by the yellow hatching on
the following map. The area commences at least 15 metres to the west of the rear of the
existing dwelling. This area is to be suitably maintained with grass.

8.

Each panel is to have a maximum height of 2.0 metres above natural ground.

9.

Each panel is to look the same, and generally be of the same height and face the same
direction.

10.

The panels will be connected to the approved electricity substation by underground electrical
cabling.

11.

The panels are to be continually cleaned and maintained, so as to ensure optimal operating
outcomes.

Building and Site Design
12.

All household drainage (including sewer house connection, stormwater drainage and
interallotment drainage) and services (including electricity and telephone) associated with the
existing dwelling on the land are to be decommissioned and capped off.

13.

The design, colours and materials of the administration building are to be in accordance with
the character of the area. The final design and construction of the buildings must provide for
a variation in appearance.

14.

A copy of the Certificate of Compliance for Plumbing and Drainage Works is to be provided
to Council. (See advisory note below.)

15.

A copy of the Form 21 (Final Inspection Certificate) issued for the building works associated
with the solar panels is to be provided to Council prior to the use commencing. (See
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advisory note below.)
16.

A copy of the Form 11 (Certificate of Classification) issued for the building works associated
with the power plant and administration building is to be provided to Council prior to the use
commencing. (See advisory note below.)

Amenity and Environmental Controls
17.

During the construction phase of the development, all wastes must be separated into
recyclables (where possible) and landfill wastes, and disposed of at the Warwick Central
Waste Management Facility.

18.

The loading and/or unloading of delivery and other service vehicles (excluding general waste
collection vehicles) is limited between the hours of 7.00am and 7.00pm, Monday to Saturday,
and between the hours of 8.00am and 3.00pm on Sundays. No heavy vehicles must enter
the development site outside these times to wait for unloading/loading.

19.

All wastes are to be suitably collected and disposed of so as not to adversely impact on the
environment.

20.

The area under and between the panels is to be regularly maintained so as to not become
overgrown.

21.

Advertising Devices relating to the solar farm may only be erected on the subject land, i.e.
Lot 3 ML1766 and Lot 5 RP206437. The location, size, type and content of any advertising
sign or device located on the land is to be compatible with the character of the surrounding
area. No advertising signs or devices are to be located on any other land, unless all
applicable approvals are obtained under the Planning Scheme and the relevant local laws.
No advertising signs or devices are to be located within the road reserve.

22.

The existing billboards and other advertising devices along the Cunningham Highway
frontage of the site are to be removed prior to the commencement of Stage 1.

23.

Any external lighting must be installed so that light shines down and away from adjacent
properties and roads, and does not exceed 8 lux at the property boundary.

Fencing, Landscaping and Buffers
24.

A fence 1.8 metres high shall be erected along all boundaries. This fencing is to be provided
at the developer’s cost. The fencing is to be an appropriate design and appearance to not
affect the efficiency of the panels, but must take into consideration that the site is the on the
northern entrance to Warwick.

25.

Details of the proposed fencing are to be submitted to and approved by the Director
Planning, Environment and Corporate Services prior to the issue of a Development
Permit for Building Work. Fencing is to be provided and maintained in accordance with the
approved details.

26.

All earthworks, including batters must be fully contained within the site.

27.

A 3.0 metre wide landscaped strip is to be provided along the Cunningham Highway and
East Street frontages of the site. The landscaping is to be a maximum of 1.0 metre in height
and include a mix of densely planted flowering shrubs and ground covers. A high quality
mulch is to be used within the landscaped strips to ensure the presence of weeds and need
for watering are reduced.
The landscaping is to include a concrete edge strip on each side of the landscaping to
ensure easy maintenance. The continual maintenance of this landscaping is the full
responsibility of the developers. Given the location of the landscaping on the northern
entrance to Warwick, the landscaping is to be maintained at a high standard.
These works may be provided within the road reserve of each roadway.

28.

A 6.0 metre wide landscaped strip is to be provided along the Ogilvie Road frontage of the
site. The landscaping is to be wholly contained within the subject property.

29.

A Landscaping Plan is to be submitted to and approved by the Director Planning,
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Environment and Corporate Services prior to the issue of any Development Permit for
Building Work. The Landscaping Plan is to be prepared by an appropriately qualified
person, and must include details of the location and species of plants, the irrigation system
and the height and material of fencing. Plants are to be generally frost resistant and drought
hardy, and must not include weed species. Root barriers are to be installed around trees that
are located within 3 metres of any underground infrastructure. The site is to be landscaped
and maintained in accordance with the approved Landscaping Plan.
Car Parking and Vehicle Access
30.

A concrete industrial crossing is to be constructed at the Ogilvie Road entrance to the site in
accordance with Council’s standard. (Council’s Engineering Services Department can
provide details regarding Council’s standard).

31.

All-weather driveways are to be constructed where necessary through the development to
maintain the site and the solar panels.
The driveways between the solar panels may remain gravel, provided they are appropriately
maintained and do not cause a dust nuisance. If complaints are received (which in the
opinion of an authorised person is not frivolous, vexatious nor based on mistaken belief) or
the vehicle entrance and driveways become eroded with material becoming deposited
outside of the site or potholes form that would increase noise associated with vehicle
movements, the driveway shall be sealed to Council's standards.

32.

At least 10 car parking spaces are to be provided on site, near to the administration building.
Provision is to be made for disabled parking.

33.

Car parking shall generally be provided on site in accordance Plan No.
ZED/WRW/STC/ADM/R0, dated December 2016, prepared by JNT Drafting and Electrical
Service. All car parking, driveway and loading areas shall be constructed, sealed, line
marked, drained, laid out and regularly maintained.

34.

All loading and unloading of goods related to the development must be carried out within the
confines of the allotment's boundary. Under no circumstances will the loading or unloading
of goods on the public roadway system or footpath be permitted.

Roadworks
35.

Any footpaths, kerbing and channelling, roadworks and drainage works damaged during
construction of the development are to be reinstated to the pre-existing condition, unless
otherwise required by the Director Engineering Services.

36.

Sealed road widening to match the existing alignment to the west, including mountable
kerbing and channelling and stormwater drainage, is to be constructed along the Ogilvie
Road frontage of the site.

37.

A sealed road, including mountable kerbing and channelling and stormwater drainage, is to
be constructed along the East Street frontage of the site.

Stormwater Drainage
38.

A stormwater drainage system serving the development is to be constructed and the
stormwater disposed of to a lawful point of discharge, in accordance with the Queensland
Urban Drainage Manual (QUDM). Where the finished levels of a proposed allotment are
such that stormwater runoff from all or part of the allotment cannot be gravity discharged to
the street, an underground drainage line shall be provided to discharge the runoff from the
allotment. Where necessary, suitable easements may be required over adjoining properties.
The easements shall be provided to Council, at the developer’s cost. All drainage works
should meet the requirements of the Queensland Urban Drainage Manual (QUDM).
Site stormwater runoff must be collected, detained and discharged where appropriate in a
manner that does not increase the quantity or concentration of stormwater flow in
comparison to the pre-development condition. Where necessary, suitable easements to
lawful points of discharge, which may include surrounding properties, shall be provided to
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Council, at the developer’s cost.
Water Supply and Waste water
39.

A reticulated water supply system, up to and including water meters, is to be provided to
service the buildings. This system is to be connected to Council’s water supply system.

40.

A sewerage reticulation system is to be provided to service the buildings. This system is to
be connected to Council’s wastewater sewerage system.

Construction
41.

A construction management plan must be prepared prior to the commencement of
construction. The management plan must include the following:




Procedures to ensure that construction vehicles and equipment use designated access
and works areas to avoid impacts on adjoining properties;
A sediment, erosion and water quality management plan; and
A timetable for implementation of all requirements programs and works.

The requirements of the Construction Management Plan must be adhered to during
construction of the solar farm.
42.

Construction activities associated with the development, including machinery and heavy
vehicle movements, will be limited to between 6.00 am to 6.00 pm, Monday to Saturday,
inclusive. The construction activities are not to be carried out on Sundays and public
holidays. However, the following activities may be carried out in association with
construction, outside of those hours:




Any works that do not cause a noise nuisance to any nearby dwellings;
The delivery of materials as requested by Police or other authorities for safety reasons;
and
Emergency work to avoid injury, property damage and/or to prevent environmental
harm.

Decommissioning
43.

The solar farm operator must, no later than 2 months after any or all solar panels have
permanently ceased to generate electricity, notify the Council in writing of the cessation of
the use. Within a further two years of this date, the operator, or in the absence of any
operator, the owner of the land on which the relevant solar farm are located, must undertake
the following:
 Remove all above ground non-operational equipment and structures, including the panels.
 Rehabilitate all access tracks and other areas affected by the project closure or
decommissioning, if not otherwise useful to the on-going management of the land.

Electricity
44.

All easement conditions must be maintained.

45.

Access to the Ergon Energy infrastructure must be available at all times.

46.

Any proposed earthworks do not result in an increase in ponding or runoff of stormwater onto
existing electricity infrastructure and easements.

47.

Should changes to Ergon Energy infrastructure be proposed or required as part of the
development, those changes are made with Ergon Energy’s consent and at the
developer/owner’s expense (unless otherwise agreed to by Ergon Energy)/.

Operational Works
48.

All operational works are to be accepted on-maintenance prior to the use of the land
commencing. (See advisory note below.)
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Advisory Notes
(i)

Unless otherwise stated, all conditions of this approval are to be complied with to the
satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services, prior to the use
commencing, and then compliance maintained at all times while the use continues.

(ii)

Any proposal to increase the scale or intensity of the use on the subject land, that is
assessable development under the Planning Scheme, would be subject to a separate
application for assessment in accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 and would
have to comply with the requirements of the Planning Scheme.

(iii)

It is encouraged that you arrange for a free compliance inspection to be carried out prior to
the use commencing. This will involve a physical inspection of the premises along with an
internal audit of Council’s records. Written advice will be provided for your records advising if
compliance with the conditions has been achieved.

(iv)

The General Environmental Duty under the Environmental Protection Act prohibits unlawful
environmental nuisance caused by noise, aerosols, particles dust, ash, fumes, light, odour or
smoke, beyond the boundaries of the property during all stages of the development including
earthworks, construction and operation.

(v)

Any storage of flammable and/or combustible liquids must comply with the minor storage
provision of Australian Standard AS1940 The Storage and Handling of Flammable and
Combustible Liquids.

(vi)

Plumbing and Drainage Approval is to be obtained in accordance with the Plumbing and
Drainage Act 2002 for the proposed plumbing and drainage works. The application for
Plumbing and Drainage approval must be submitted to Council with the appropriate forms,
plans and fees associated with this application. A Certificate of Compliance must be
issued for the works prior to the use commencing.

(vii) Building Approval is to be obtained in accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009
for the proposed building work. The building application must be submitted to a Building
Certifier with the appropriate forms, plans and fees associated with this application. The
building plans are to accord with the plans approved in this approval. The building is to be
constructed in accordance with the Building Approval prior to the commencement of the use.
A Form 21 (Final Inspection Certificate) for the solar panels and Form 11 (Certificate of
Classification) for the administration building and power plant must be issued for the
building works prior to the use commencing.
(viii) A Development Permit for Operational Works associated with the development must be
obtained in accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009. This application must be
submitted with the following:
 Relevant IDAS Forms;
 The relevant fee in accordance with Council’s Schedule of General Fees and Charges;
 Detailed design drawings, schedules and specifications for all Operational Works, certified
by a Registered Professional Engineer in Queensland (RPEQ);
 A car parking plan showing the location and dimension of all parking areas, details of the
proposed pavement treatment, and full engineering specifications of layout, construction,
sealing, drainage and line marking;
 A plan showing ingress and egress wheel and swept turning paths;
 A Stormwater Management Plan; and
 An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.
Operational Works shall be subject to a 12 months Defect Liability Period commencing from
the day the works are accepted on-maintenance. A bond will be held by Council as security,
and refunded following a defect-free inspection at the end of the Defect Liability Period.
(ix)

An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) must be submitted for approval with the
application for Operational Works. The ESCP must demonstrate that release of sedimentladen stormwater is avoided for the nominated design storm, and minimised when the
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nominated design storm is exceeded, by addressing the objectives in Table A (Construction
phase - stormwater management design objectives) in Appendix 3 of the State Planning
Policy for drainage control, erosion control, sediment control and water quality outcomes.
(x)

Site works must be constructed such that they do not, at any time, in any way restrict, impair
or change the natural flow of runoff water, or cause a nuisance or worsening to adjoining
properties or infrastructure.

(xi)

All engineering drawings/specifications, design and construction works must be in
accordance with the requirements of the relevant Australian Standards and must be
approved, supervised and certified by a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
(xii) All reasonable and practicable measures must be taken to ensure that no harm is caused to
Aboriginal cultural heritage (the “cultural heritage duty of care”). The cultural heritage duty of
care is met if the development is conducted in accordance with gazetted cultural heritage
duty of care guidelines. Further information on cultural heritage, together with a copy of the
duty of care guidelines and cultural heritage search forms, may be obtained from
www.datsima.qld.gov.au
Schedule 2 - Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning conditions as a
Concurrence agency
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Attachments
1.

SubmissionsView
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Item 12.2
Material Change of Use - Gary Hayes & Partners Pty Ltd, 13123 Cunningham Highway, Womina
Attachment 1:
Submissions
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12.3 Building Better Regions Fund and Building Our Regions program
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 16 February 2017

Governance and Risk Officer
Manager Corporate Services

ECM Function No/s: 15.24

Recommendation
THAT Council:
1.

Selects two projects from both the Capital Infrastructure stream and the Community
Investments stream for submission under the Building Better Regions Fund.

2.

Selects all of the projects for submission under the Building Our Regions program.

Report
There are currently two major funding programs open for which Council may apply for funding. The
following is a summary of the programs:
Building Better Regions Fund (BBRF) - Federal Government, Department of Industry,
Innovation and Science
Under the BBRF, there are two streams of funding, which are designed to achieve the following
outcomes:






create jobs
have a positive impact on economic activity, including indigenous economic participation
through employment and supplier-use outcomes
enhance community facilities
enhance leadership capacity
encourage community cohesion and sense of identity.

Infrastructure Stream
This stream will support projects which involve the construction of new infrastructure, or the
upgrade or extension of existing infrastructure that provide economic and social benefits to
regional and remote areas. Projects must be completed by 31 December 2019.
 Funding value: minimum grant amount is $20,000 and the maximum is $10 million.
 Co-funding requirements: Council is required to contribute 50 per cent of eligible project
costs.
 Closing date: 28 February 2017
The two proposed projects that meet the eligibility criteria are:
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John Dee Expansion:
o
Total estimated project cost of $10 million resulting in an estimated increase of 135
jobs.
o
No Council contribution required as John Dee will provide the full 50 per cent cofunding.
Warwick Solar (solar panels at Art Gallery and WIRAC):
o
Total estimated project cost of $325,000.
o
Estimated saving in electricity costs of $51,750 in the first year.
o
Council does not have any funds in the 16/17 Budget for this project.

Community Investments Stream
This stream will fund community building activities including, but not limited to, new or expanded
local events, strategic regional plans, leadership and capability building activities. These projects
will deliver economic and social benefits to regional and remote communities. Projects must be
completed by 31 December 2019 and within 12 months of executing the grant agreement.
 Funding value: minimum grant amount is $5,000 and the maximum is $10 million, however it
is expected that most grants will be under $100,000.
 Co-funding requirements: there are no co-funding requirements for projects under $20,000
(although it is strongly encouraged); for projects over $20,000, Council is required to
contribute 50 per cent of eligible project costs.
 Closing date: 31 March 2017
The two proposed projects that meet the eligibility criteria are:



New Food and Wine event to be rotated between Warwick, Stanthorpe and Killarney.
Regional Tourism and Event Strategy

Council has not allocated funds in the 16/17 Budget for these projects, however may not be
required to provide a contribution if the total project cost is less than $20,000. Council’s tourism
staff are currently finalising plans and costings for these projects.
Building Our Regions Round 3 (BOR) (Regional Capital Fund) 50/50 – State Government,
Department of State Development
The primary purpose of BOR is to provide funding for critical infrastructure in regional areas of the
state, while also supporting jobs, fostering economic development and improving the live ability of
regional communities. Projects must be ready to commence construction by no later than 30 April
2018.
Three main types of infrastructure projects will be eligible for funding:




Transport infrastructure (for example – airports, public transit systems and dedicated
pedestrian/cycle paths)
Flood mitigation infrastructure (for example – levees and drainage works)
Community infrastructure (for example – water, waste water and sewerage).

 Funding value: minimum grant amount is $250,000 and the maximum is $5 million.
 Co-funding requirements: Council is required to contribute 50 per cent of eligible project
costs.
 Closing date: 24 February 2017
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The six proposed projects that meet the eligibility criteria are:







Storm King Dam pipeline to Stanthorpe, total cost $6,156,891
Sealing and widening the remaining 6 kilometre stretch of Old Stanthorpe Road, Dalveen
(Unsealed sections), total cost $1,803,702
Stanthorpe Industrial Estate extension of services.
Warwick Art Gallery expansion into the former Visitor Information Centre.
Increased storage capacity for recycled water in Warwick.
Water Main Extension to John Dee, Rosehill Road, Warwick

Council officers are currently working on finalising costings and plans for the final three projects
listed above.
Budget Implications
Where known, estimated project costs and Council’s co-funding contributions are outlined within
the report
Policy Consideration
Corporate Plan 2014-2019 (Revised Edition)
4.

The Economically Strong, Sustainable and Diverse Southern Downs:
4.1 Identify new external revenue sources, including grants, to fund regional infrastructure
and services
4.8 Maximise private and government funding opportunities to foster both community and
business growth throughout the region.

Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
All projects must be completed in accordance with applicable laws, including normal procurement
practices.
Options
Council:
1.
2.
3.

Selects two projects from both the Capital Infrastructure stream and the Community
Investments stream for submission under the Building Better Regions Fund and selects all of
the projects for submission under the Building Our Regions program.
Selects other projects not listed in this report and submits funding applications under the
Building Better Regions Fund and Building Our Regions program.
Does not submit any funding applications under the Building Better Regions Fund and
Building Our Regions program.

Attachments
Nil
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13.

REPORTS OF DEPUTATION OR CONFERENCE & REPORTS FROM DELEGATES
APPOINTED BY COUNCIL TO OTHER BODIES
Nil

14.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Nil

15.

GENERAL BUSINESS

16.

CONSIDERATION OF CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS ITEMS

In accordance with the provisions of Section 275(1) of the Local Government Regulation 2012, a
local government may resolve to close a meeting to the public and move ‘into Committee’ to
discuss confidential items, such that its Councillors or members consider it necessary to close the
meeting.
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Recommendation
THAT the meeting be closed to the public and move into committee to discuss the following items,
which are considered confidential in accordance with Section 275(1) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, which permits the meeting to be closed to the public for business relating to the
following, as indicated:
16.1 Contract No. 17/027 - Tender for the Supply & Delivery of Two (2) Tandem Drive Tip
Trucks
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(e) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to contracts proposed to be
made by Southern Downs Regional Council.
16.2 December 2016 Monthly Reports for Warwick Indoor Recreation and Aquatic Centre
from YMCA Brisbane
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(h) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to business for which a
public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local government or
someone else, or enable a person to gain a financial advantage.
16.3 Dedication of Unallocated State Land - Cambanoora Gorge Management Group
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(e) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to contracts proposed to be
made by Southern Downs Regional Council.
16.4 Stanthorpe Swimming Club Incorporated - Freehold Lease Agreement
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(e) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to contracts proposed to be
made by Southern Downs Regional Council.
16.5 GrainX Australia
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(f) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to starting or defending legal
proceedings involving Southern Downs Regional Council.
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